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About the Smart Communities Initiative
The Smart Communities Initiative (SCI) is founded upon the idea that universities and
communities should work together to improve the health and vitality of their areas. We
believe that long-term economic viability, social integrity, and environmental sustainability
are not just interconnected but interdependent components, like spokes to a wheel. The
SCI strives to increase communities’ capacities to meet their needs and capitalize on
their unique resources and assets. We do it by partnering faculty and over 400 students
from across the University of Tennessee, Knoxville campus with a single SCI community
for an entire year. SCI projects are linked with twenty to forty upper-level undergraduate
and graduate service-learning courses, engaging as partners with the community to
take on difficult problems in thoughtful, research-driven ways. Faculty and students from
SCI courses work through a variety of inquiry-based approaches to examine problems,
research best practices and existing needs and assets, identify successful case studies,
engage citizens and stakeholders, pitch new ideas and strategic approaches, and propose
comprehensive solutions for consideration by local governments and stakeholders.
Through this process, community and university partners create comprehensive solutions
and transformative learning experiences for all involved.
For more information on the SCI, visit the program’s website at http://servicelearning.utk.
edu/smart-communities-initiative/

About the Office of Service-Learning
The Smart Communities Initiative is managed by the Office of Service-Learning (OSL).
OSL resides within the Office of the Provost, and reports to the Vice Provost for Academic
Affairs. Being predicated on the idea that public higher education is responsible for
contributing to the betterment of society, the mission of the OSL is to engage faculty
and community partners in meaningful, reciprocal, and impact-driven service-learning
experiences that enhance students’ academic learning, prepare them for democratic
citizenship, and leverage their scholarship toward solutions to society’s most pressing
problems. Grounded within the philosophical framework of constructivist learning theory,
service-learning re-frames traditional classroom environments into those that address the
disciplines within the community contexts in which they naturally function. At the same
time, it positions students and faculty as equal partners with the community in the creation
of new knowledge and solutions. Because service-learning addresses actual community
needs, it has the added potential to engage students’ “hearts and minds” in ways that
other experiential methods may not. In short, service-learning at its best can transform
students into life-long learners and change-agents.
To learn more about service-learning or the work of OSL, visit the office’s website at http://
servicelearning.utk.edu
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About Cleveland
The city of Cleveland is located within Bradley County, TN, on the outskirts of the bustling
Piedmont-Atlantic Megaregion in the Southeastern United States. The city’s terrain itself is
chiefly comprised of ridges and valleys with low hills and plentiful rivers and creeks. It is wellknown for its industry and prized for its location in the foothills of Appalachia and its proximity
to regional attractions.
The City of Cleveland was established on January 20, 1838 and was named after Colonel
Benjamin Cleveland, a hero of the American Revolution. The city’s rich and diverse history
is full of vibrant characters and a proud heritage of community. Located minutes from
Chattanooga, Cleveland has many great assets and opportunities available for enriching its
communities and enhancing the quality of life for its inhabitants.
In 2014, the Smart Communities Initiative released a request for proposals. Cleveland was
selected as the pilot city and exhibited a wide range of projects and thorough proposal
documentation. During the course of the 2014-2015 year, the program engaged over 400
students and faculty with projects that aided in enriching the community, helped to solve
complex issues, and gave the students increased awareness about social concerns and
ethical issues by giving them real world experiences with local professionals and community
members.
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What is a “Smart Community?”
Smart communities are creative, strategic, purposeful, and resourceful. They are driven by
long-term commitments to safeguard their natural resources and economic opportunities
for future generations, and are characterized by a deep commitment to preserving the
beauty, vitality, and equity of the region. This level of dedication is reflected in their
approaches to land use, economic opportunity, transportation, infrastructure, the arts, real
estate, education, healthcare, food systems, and communication.
Smart communities work closely with regional partners to connect local efforts to a
larger community vision for the good of the region. They recognize that what is good
for the region is good for them, and vice versa. They are engaged in regional planning
efforts and collaborate with neighboring communities to set and achieve common goals.
They coordinate across jurisdictions to achieve sustainable solutions through green
infrastructure, protection of watersheds, regional food systems, strong schools, and placebased economies.
Smart communities invest in local commerce, and in doing so feed wealth back into their
communities. They breed opportunity for citizens across lines of race, class, age, and
gender, and retain the talents of a diverse workforce. They prioritize equal access to
quality education, jobs, healthcare, and opportunity for those at the lowest income levels
in order to secure a healthy future for all. They nurture a diversity of individuals, identities,
and perspectives, and enjoy the benefits of strong social fabrics.
They protect their ecological assets from destruction or degradation, promote renewable
energy solutions, and practice sustainable development. In observing a long-term
commitment to their people, opportunities, and places, these communities are resilient to
the multitude of challenges facing our modern world.
SCI is founded upon the idea that universities and communities should work together to
improve the health and vitality of their areas. Through the leveraging of interdisciplinary
research and scholarship, community dialogue, human capacity, and innovation,
municipal and university partners will collaborate toward the pursuit of smarter, more
vibrant communities.
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Executive Summary
Cleveland, Tennessee expects unprecedented growth in the next 20 years. To accommodate
that growth, the city has established a partnership with the University of Tennessee for a Smart
Communities Initiative (SCI) encompassing multiple city development projects over the next
10-15 years. As part of this initiative, city planners have expressed a need to move project
planning into the community to garner feedback, ideas, and support from citizens on current and
future projects (Class communication with Cleveland City Planners, May 29, 2014). To aid in the
collection of citizen input, city planners are considering the development of an online community
engagement tool. Using an online tool to obtain citizen feedback, the city will encounter certain
ethical issues related to that tool as well as the collection of citizen data in general. This report
has been prepared for the City of Cleveland by University of Tennessee graduate students in the
Professional Ethics in Instructional Technology course in the Instructional Technology program
during the summer 2014 semester. It is designed to assist the City of Cleveland with decision
and discussion points concerning the collection of electronic data from its citizens. The collected
citizen input may help the government of Cleveland better determine what development projects
to undertake and which projects would be most embraced by its constituents. This report will
provide the City of Cleveland with a foundational overview of ethical issues in technology;
an examination of Cleveland’s ethical needs; a discussion of specific ethical issues relevant
to Cleveland’s needs; and recommendations that will provide guidance in the design and
implementation of citizen input tool(s) relevant for their needs.
In preparing this report, we examined information provided by the City of Cleveland, from:
in-depth class discussions, course materials, and additional online resources. An informal
qualitative analysis of class discussion transcripts, as well as a gap analysis based on
Cleveland’s identified needs was performed. These activities yielded several key themes for
exploration. We developed this report through a cyclical collaborative discussion and writing
process over several weeks, conducting additional research on topics, as warranted for clarity.
Feedback from peers and the instructor also helped to strengthen key areas in the report.
During our analysis and course discussion, we examined Cleveland’s needs, values, and
goals, related to this project, and then identified key topics for a more in-depth exploration. Our
discussion will begin with an examination of our understanding of Cleveland’s ethical needs for
collecting citizen input and will be followed by a discussion guided by driving questions in each
of these areas of concern as they relate to cybertechnology ethics:
•

General ethical issues
•
Equitable access, the digital divide, and accessibility
•
Education and informing the public
•
Citizen data privacy, ownership and copyright
•
Cybersecurity and cloud-based computing
•
Anonymity and moderation
Online citizen engagement tools
•
Online commenting tools
•
Survey tools
•
Other online engagement tools
Policies related to online engagement tools
•
Limitations of existing organizations’ policies

•

•

8
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•
•

Issue with ‘Terms of Use’ policy
Important policy items for Cleveland to consider

Finally, this report presents recommendations from the supporting evidence given in the discussion.
These recommendations are related to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporating an educational and informational component
Providing multiple methods of citizen engagement
Planning for both public and anonymous feedback options
Outsourcing data collection activities
Making coordination and collaboration a priority
Citizen engagement tools: online forums, surveys, and other online tools
Providing accessible tools, content, and materials
Providing moderation for anonymous commenting and engaging the public
Providing policies: Terms of Use, Citizen Data, Internet Access, Equipment Access
General recommendations for creating policies

The recommendations are presented in order to advise the City of Cleveland for immediate
implementation, near future implementation, and future implementation.

9

Introduction
Overview
Cleveland, Tennessee is located on the south central border of the state, along a highly travelled
interstate corridor connecting major cities from Detroit to Miami (Field & Nitzman, 2009). Part of
the Piedmont Atlantic Mega region, and currently 14th largest city in the state, Cleveland is poised
for a predicted 78% possible population growth by 2050 (Piedmont Altlantic, n.d.). In response
to this prediction, the City of Cleveland has partnered with the University of Tennessee, Knoxville
to implement a series of Smart Communities Initiative (SCI) projects in line with the City’s plan
for controlled growth. As part of this plan, city planners intend to develop a computer-based
citizen input tool for questions, comments and complaints regarding city services and potential
improvements (Class communication with Cleveland City Planners, May 29, 2014).
Objective
This report is intended to provide the City of Cleveland with research, resources, and tools, as
well as recommendations that are related to their efforts for gathering citizen input for current and
future city development plans. Through class readings, research, and an examination of many
synchronous and asynchronous discussions, we established the following goals for this report:
Goal 1: Discuss Cleveland’s ethical needs for collecting citizen input about future planning
It is essential to have an in-depth understanding of Cleveland’s ethical needs in order to identify
the pertinent ethical issues that may affect their plan to include citizen’s input in future planning
projects. Reflecting on the City of Cleveland’s Kickoff presentation and further discussions with
the city as well as research and our own observations, we will present our understanding of
Cleveland’s ethical needs.
Goal 2: Provide a foundational overview of ethical issues in cybertechnology
Based on class discussions with the City of Cleveland we believe it is important to provide a
broad overview of ethical issues in the field of cybertechnology, issues that have the potential to
impact city planners’ efforts in collecting citizen data. Our intent is to provide city planners with
the information and resources necessary for in-depth explorations of ethical issues that may
impact not only this project, but also future projects involving cybertechnologies.
Goal 3: Identify and examine specific ethical issues related to collecting citizen input
Through our needs analysis, we intend to provide a clear and concise discussion of the specific
ethical issues that we conclude most closely align to Cleveland’s needs. In our discussion, we
will provide city planners with critical questions and examples that can assist in the examination
of ethical issues. In addition, we will provide an examination of the types of citizen engagement
tools available, and how other cities are using those tools to engage their citizens, as well as a
discussion of the ethical issues related to these tools. As Cleveland considers an online citizen
input tool, a discussion of applicable technology policies and the ethical issues related to those
policies may be helpful. Therefore, we will provide an in-depth discussion of the technology
policies related to citizen data, Internet access, and equipment access. Our intent is to help to
guide decisions relating to Cleveland’s computer-based citizen input project.
Goal 4: Provide recommendations to guide Cleveland as they implement a citizen input tool
We believe that ethical issues should be at the center of this cybertechnology project design,
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informing the computer-based citizen input design process from the ground up. Thus,
our final goal is to provide the city with specific recommendations based on the ethical
discussions presented. The intent of these recommendations is to guide Cleveland in
their effort to:
•
•

Increase the sense of community involvement in decision
making about city projects;
Build public support for projects by reaching out to a
significant number of people; and
Avoid a small number of people dominating the public
conversation about public policies.

Methods of Analysis
In preparing this report, we consulted a wide variety of resources, both online and
in print; analyzed asynchronous class discussion transcripts; and determined report
content via an interactive collaboration process. While an in-depth study of the Kickoff
presentation by a City Planner formed a basis for our understanding of Cleveland’s
ethical needs, we supplemented this with additional research into relevant city
demographic data, an analysis of city planner’s answers to questions during class
and via subsequent phone interviews, and insights drawn from Tavani (2013). Next,
we conducted an informal qualitative analysis of multiple class discussion transcripts,
searching for emerging themes, recommendations, and resources. Framed by the
needs of the SCI citizen input project, these class discussions examined academic
research into cybertechnology ethics and real-world case examples from popular
media.
After identifying and prioritizing discussion themes, we conducted an informal
gap analysis to identify additional topics for discussion and recommendations.
As a result of this process, additional research into citizen input tools and their
accompanying policies was necessary. This prompted an email conversation
with City Planners in an effort to gain a better understanding of Cleveland’s actual
needs, and to clarify what city planners considered were their ethical needs,
specifically regarding online engagement tools. We asked about Cleveland’s
current online commenting tool, Community Voice (n.d.), and their experience with
it. We conducted phone interviews, peer surveys, benchmarked other cities, and
researched survey tools, online commenting tools, and community engagement
tools in addition to those mentioned in class discussions. In our research, we
noted the types of tools that were used by the cities we benchmarked. This
sparked further investigation and resulted in interviews with the cities that
responded to our investigation. For the cities that did not respond, online
commenting tool participation data was collected through Internet research.
To address the reality that online commenting tools are often accompanied by
policies, several online policies were reviewed to reveal the common and unique
policy practices and to highlight what may be helpful to the City of Cleveland.
We also researched other companies’ and institutions’ privacy and user policies
to see how transparent they were. We were interested in the readability of
the documents because, although these policies protect the institution from
Introduction | Background | Recommendations | Conclusion

INTRODUCTION

•
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liability, they often reveal that the institution may collect information from users of the institution’s
services. In an effort to promote transparency, institutions may want to disclose what user
information is collected, and how that information might be used. Once key topics were identified
and research conducted, team members engaged in a cyclical process of drafting, analyzing
and refining ethical discussion and recommendations through the online document collaboration
tool Google Drive. Collaboration took place both synchronously and asynchronously over several
weeks, with additional research and resources consulted, as identified in our discussions. Draft
documents were then submitted to class peers and the course instructor for written comment. After
discussion, we refined the report, incorporating feedback and improving the overall quality.
Content Overview
This report begins with a discussion presenting our understanding of the City of Cleveland’s ethical needs for collecting citizen input. Through an examination of Cleveland’s ethical needs, ethical
issues that the city may need to consider as they investigate citizen input tools were identified. This
is followed by a discussion of key ethical issues and provides poignant questions for Cleveland
to explore. Also included in this section is an examination of the types of community engagement
tools available, and how they are being used by other cities, as well as a discussion of the ethical
issues that are specifically related to these citizen input tools. Next, an in-depth discussion of the
policies that accompany citizen input tools and related ethical issues will be presented for consideration. This will be followed by recommendations guided by supporting evidence. The report
concludes with appendices that provide helpful resources for the City of Cleveland to consider as
they implement citizen input and engagement tools.

12
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Cleveland’s Ethical Needs for Collecting Citizen Input about Future Planning

In the University of Tennessee, Knoxville and City of Cleveland Smart Communities
Initiative (SCI) Partnership PowerPoint presentation, the description of need for this
project explains that, as a guiding principle, City Planners communicated to us
“planning should be driven by local values and concerns.” The proposed computerbased citizen input tool aligns with this principle, hopefully providing increased
opportunity for public feedback, buy-in, and support for authorized city development
projects. City planners indicate that they wish to obtain a good snapshot of the
relevant community’s desires and vision....[and] try not to miss or marginalize anyone.
Yet city planners also mention concerns regarding obtaining and balancing input
from all citizens affected by a planning project. In their previous experience, often
those with the loudest voices seem to have the most impact. Some of the feedback
has come from those who may not have a full understanding of the projects or those
who have more interest in another topic. (Class communication with Cleveland City
Planners, May 29, 2014). To gain a better understanding of the community, we
believe that it is helpful to examine a snapshot of city demographics and diversity
related to the proposed project.
As planners are most concerned with city residents of voting age, we focused our
demographic research on the characteristics of this group.
According to U.S. Census 2013 estimates, Cleveland, Tennessee, has a current
population of almost 43,000, of which approximately 32,000 are over the age of
18. Estimates also indicate that roughly 68% of this adult population is under the
age of 55. Considered an urban area, the city limits also include sections with
suburban and rural characteristics. The surrounding county, Bradley, is primarily
considered suburban and rural, but comprises another 59,000 persons - many of
whom commute to work within the city (U.S. Census, 2014). Of city residents 25
years and older, 60% report only a high school educational attainment level, with
16% reporting no high school credential. While only 5% of city residents report
speaking English “less than very well,” a significant portion of residents (24%)
report incomes below the poverty rate for this area. In contrast, we note that city
boundaries enclose two significant college populations:
•

Lee University, with a 2013 enrollment of almost 5,000 drawn
from 50 states and 57 different countries (About Lee’s Growth,
n.d.); and

Introduction | Background | Recommendations | Conclusion

BACKGROUND

Cleveland is a growing city with a current population of around 40,000 people within the
city limits and over 100,000 people in the metropolitan area. As the population grows, the
city is trying to keep up with public works projects. Getting feedback from the population
in order to build consensus about these projects is a priority for the city, and city officials
are looking to an online tool to help them reach out to their citizens for feedback and
direction on their projects (Class communication with Cleveland City Planners, May 29,
2014).
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•

Cleveland State Community College, with 2013 enrollment
of 2,500 full time students, the majority of which are
Bradley County residents (CSCC Fact Book, 2014).

City planners state a particular interest in gaining input from Lee University students. Nationally,
the overwhelming majority of this population (18-30 year olds with at least a high school education)
owns a smartphone and/or use online social networking sites (Pew Research, 2014). These
findings are significant, as Smith (2013) presents additional Pew Research data demonstrating
that, “Younger adults are just as likely as older adults to be engaged in many political activities,
and are much more likely to be politically active on social networking sites [online]” (para.14).
In comparison to this demographic data, planners report previous citizen input activities include:
•
•
•

face-to-face public hearings;
surveys delivered electronically via kiosks in public areas; and
at least one paper-based survey conducted in a local mall.

Planners also state that newspaper articles have been the primary method for educating city
residents about planning projects, although some information has also been delivered along
with public input activities. Planners report that while some marketing department activities have
targeted civic pride and interest in city development activities, previous survey results have not
been publicized (Class communication with Cleveland City Planners, May 29, 2014).
We perceive that through this project Cleveland planners seek to expand input and information
efforts through one or more computer-based tools, most likely with an online component. At this
time, planners report no specific data regarding either the likelihood that city residents would use
online tools for feedback/input, or residents’ levels of access to, or skills in using Internet-based
devices. Due to this lack of data, city planners suggest the possibility of benchmarking citizen
usage of an online input tool against that of similar cities. In general, our own research indicates
that online access is likely for many residents. BroadbandNow.com reports that all areas within
Cleveland city limits have access to as many as 12 broadband Internet providers and broadband
Internet connection speeds that are near average for the state (21 mbps) (Broadband Service in
Tennessee, 2014). Openwifispots.com reports that free Wi-Fi access is available at a number of
restaurants and businesses within city limits, including: Krystal, Panera, Starbucks, McDonald’s,
Books-a-Million, and Pathway Bookstore (20 free wifi hotspots in Cleveland, n.d.). In addition, the
Cleveland Bradley Public Library states that they offer free Internet access to residents via a 40unit computer lab. Students and staff at both colleges would likely have easy access to any online
input tools, and computer access may also be available to residents via K-12 schools and the
South Bradley County Community Center.
As one indicator to the likelihood of citizen use of an online tool, we note that the city website
currently has an online community discussion forum, Community Voice (n.d.), showing little
activity, with fewer than 50 total posts. We also note that the Cleveland Planning Department
maintains a page on their website, although at the time this report was written no details regarding
any of the SCI projects were posted in that location. The website also provides an online tool for
reporting certain specific types of concerns, but it is not specific to city planning efforts and no
data regarding usage was available.
14
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The University of Tennessee, Knoxville and City of Cleveland Smart Communities Initiative
Partnership PowerPoint presentation lists the following additional principles/values that we believe
merit consideration when examining the ethical needs of the online citizen input/feedback project:
•
•
•
•
•

a respect for the community’s strong value of private property rights;
a desire to maintain a low tax environment. “...—decisions about the issues
addressed in this plan should be made with careful consideration of fiscal
impacts…”;
a value for citizen driven initiatives and non-government approaches;
a desire to preserve community character and quality of life while managing city
growth; and
a focus on planning to revitalize and re-use as well as provide for economic viability,
social integrity, and environmental sustainability (Cleveland City Planner, personal
communication, 2014).

In addition, the City of Cleveland has a number of other projects underway, through a partnership
with the University of Tennessee, Knoxville Smart Communities Initiative (SCI). Many of these
are development projects that focus on the core downtown area of the city and its surrounding
neighborhoods. Planners identify the redevelopment plan for the central city Brownville area
outside of the Whirlpool site and the plans for extending the greenway as projects that currently
have significant public interest.
In further conversation with city planners, the following relevant information was received:
•

There is no specific budget set for the online citizen input tool project. In
keeping with the values previously listed, it is assumed that a solution with
low initial costs and low long-term/on-going costs is desired.

•

The city planning office currently has no specific process for responding
to citizen input or publicizing survey results. They would like to consider
providing both an immediate automated response to feedback and a
personalized response as needed/possible. They also express the desire
to make results/feedback public in some way.

•

The city’s information technology functions are maintained by its
subsidiary, Cleveland Utilities, and personnel from that department would
be instrumental in the development and implementation of the online
citizen input.

•

The partnership between the City of Cleveland and the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville Smart Communities Initiative (SCI) also include a
project for the development of a marketing and branding plan for the
city. Cleveland’s current marketing efforts have focused on the idea of
downtown, being in the city, promotions, tourism, etc.

•

City planners agree that the use of multiple methods for collecting and
publicizing citizen input, as well as, the use of commercially available
software/tools for one or more purposes may be an effective means of

Introduction | Background | Recommendations | Conclusion
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collecting citizen data.
To better understand the ethical issues surrounding the different methods of collecting citizen data
and Cleveland’s needs related to online engagement tools and the policies that accompany those
tools, we will examine the different methods typically used for engaging citizens and collecting
input, as well as some of the benefits and drawbacks of each method. The City of Cleveland will
be confronted with many challenges in the collection of citizen input. In fact, there are benefits
and drawbacks to all methods of feedback collection. However, the end goal is the same: to gain
useful feedback that accurately portrays the attitudes of the city at large. The general methods of
collection are physical collection and online collection. Even within these broader categories of
in-person and online collection, there are subcategories of feedback collection. These are paper
surveys, town hall meetings, electronic surveys, and online forums: each has their own challenges.
Although this needs analysis will focus on online collection, it may be useful to take a brief look at
physical collection in comparison to online collection.
Physical Collection
In this context, physical collection refers to any means of collection that involves either a physical
media or a physical presence. Collecting data in this way generally involves more work for all
parties and has more inherent limitations than online collection.
Town Hall Meetings
These meetings are where city government has open discussions with its citizens in a formal
setting where all are welcome. It is the current model for the City of Cleveland, and due to its
limitations, it is something they are dissatisfied with as their primary means to gauge public
opinion. In addition to the time requirements of multiple city employees to plan and attend
these meetings, there is an access barrier for attendance. In order to participate, people have
to be at a certain location at a certain time. Because of this, attendance is limited to people
who have adequate transportation and whose schedules do not conflict with the meeting.
While that might not seem like an excessive barrier, in general these meetings are small,
usually only drawing 10-20 attendees, including employees. One danger of getting feedback
from such a small group of people is that certain opinions are bound to be overrepresented.
The loudest voice in a small crowd leading the conversation about a topic is a major
drawback for town hall meetings. Also, because turnout is so low, a well-organized few can
overwhelm a meeting and dominate the discussion.
Paper Surveys
Paper surveys, a format where people answer multiple-choice questions and also write brief
comments, are a straightforward tool for collecting data from group of people. However,
there are logistical challenges with administering paper surveys. While it may be very
straightforward to administer a survey to a group of people at a conference, where people are
already gathered, that is not the case when people are spread out. Distributing paper surveys
across an entire city would be expensive. The postage required to distribute surveys could
run tens of thousands of dollars for a city the size of Cleveland. Other costs include survey
design, ink, paper, and collection. Once the surveys are collected, they have to be entered
or scanned into the computer for data analysis, which involves manpower and potentially
a scanning machine. Only then can reports be designed and run to show the results of the
survey. After the surveys are entered in the computer and analyzed, the paper either has to
be housed somewhere or destroyed, which adds additional cost. While the response rate for a
16
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paper survey is generally higher than the response to an emailed survey, the cost per
response is over eight times greater for paper than it is for email surveys (Kaplowitz, Hadlock,
& Levine, 2004, Figure 1).
Online Collection
Many of the expenses associated with in-person collection disappear with online feedback
tools. However, there are other issues with online collection. For some participants, there is a
technological barrier. Online collection can potentially exclude people with disabilities, people
without access to a computer or other device, access to the Internet, or both, and those without
the technical knowledge to use an online collection tool. These exclusions represent a “digital
divide” between people with access and the ability to use digital tools and those that do not
have access or the ability, and this divide can fall along socio-economic, racial, and gender lines
(Tavani, 2013). Providing access for as many users as possible is a challenge in online collection.
In addition to issues of accessibility and inclusion, online collection introduces a number of
security issues that are not present in physical collection. Any personal information put online can
be subject to theft, and personal information can be essential to collecting useful data online.
Online Forums
Online forums are a place where people can have an ongoing written discussion about a
variety of topics. Different topics are generally organized into “threads.” Some forums allow
anonymous commenting with no login required, some allow the use of a pseudonym while
commenting, and others require that users identify their names. Online forums have some of
the same issues as town hall meetings. The loudest voices could potentially be the only ones
heard. Discussion threads can be hijacked, turning the discussion to unrelated topics. An
unwelcoming or combative tone in a discussion forum could also drive away other potential
participants. Working to dissuade people from dominating a thread while also maintaining an
open and free discussion can be a challenge.
Electronic Surveys
While online forums capture general discussions, electronic surveys can be used, like paper
surveys, to collect specific data from people. Electronic surveys tend to resemble paper
surveys with a mixture of multiple choice questions and space for short comments. While
there are fewer costs associated with administering electronic surveys, they are susceptible
to the same issues that exist with paper surveys. If an electronic survey is administered and
the response rate is low, the accuracy suffers. Also, even though data collection is more or
less automatic in an electronic survey, the accuracy of the data must still be monitored and
maintained. For example, steps must be taken to make sure one person does not respond
multiple times. Data analysis still has to be performed for data collected online, and that
requires at least some manpower. However, this analysis is easier because reports can be
generated automatically.
Electronic surveys are also an alternative to more costly personal interview surveys. They may
be created and distributed to survey respondents quickly and allows respondent data to be
automatically stored electronically (Gingery, 2011). Electronic surveys may be customized for
different target audiences and may change the questions that a respondent sees next based
on how they answer the current question. This branching logic helps the flow of the survey.
Surveys may also restrict respondents to a fixed number of answers per question. Many free
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and paid survey software options are available for both personal and business use.
However, there are certain drawbacks to electronic surveys that should be
considered. To allow for a visually pleasing online experience, survey questions
should be written concisely. Without access to a personal interviewer, questions
need to be clearly written so that no additional clarification is needed by the
respondent. Also, care should be taken to not create survey questions that may
unintentionally skew the results (McGinnis, 2011). Electronic survey response rates
generally return between 10-20 percent depending on the topic and how well it is
designed (Frequently Asked Questions, n.d.).
Internet Access
While an electronic survey may be answered at the respondent’s convenience, respondents
must have access to the Internet to be able to participate. For those citizens who have a personal
computer without an Internet connection, they may choose to use third-party Wi-Fi providers such
as McDonald’s or Starbucks to complete the survey. Policies of those third-party Internet providers
such as ownership of material transferred, or personal data captured may be in conflict with
existing or future policies of the city.
Electronic Equipment Access
To acquire diverse feedback from the citizens of Cleveland, avenues should be considered for
those residents who do not have a personal computer, tablet, or smartphone. Some possible
methods that citizens may gain access to a survey are: at a public library computer, a personal
interview, a kiosk located in a shopping mall, or a tablet with Wi-Fi at a local voting station. Survey
results from this group of citizens may consist of dissimilar positions to those who have technology
in their homes.
While the Internet can provide a more convenient method of collecting such information as
constituent opinions, it also brings its own potential pitfalls to both the participants, with reference
to data collection, as well as the city itself, regarding security. Therefore, special emphasis will
need to be placed on informing Cleveland’s citizens of the specific type of their information that
is collected, how their privacy will be protected, and what safeguards will be placed on their
information once it is no longer needed.
As a result of an increase in the availability of Internet access over the last ten years, an emphasis
has been placed on using the Internet as a significant source, though not the sole source, for the
collection of Cleveland’s citizens’ data (Class communication with Cleveland City Planners, May
29, 2014). Therefore, citizen access to the Internet becomes paramount to the City of Cleveland’s
need for gaining citizen input. Ensuring that Cleveland’s constituents have ample venues to
access the Internet with their personal devices as well as equally important alternatives to an
electronic survey for commenting on city projects becomes essential.
Policies
A privacy policy is a statement that informs users about how a website manages their personal
information. Privacy policies generally explain what user information will be collected, how that
information will be used by the website’s owner and shared with third parties. A privacy policy
allows users to know which service provider works with their private information and enables users
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to act accordingly. It helps the service provider to avoid liability under a complex array of state and
federal laws dealing with users’ private information (Creating Effective Terms of Use, 2008).
Terms of Use policies are statements that govern the relationship between a website and its users.
Terms of Use include the statements about what service providers expect from users and what
users can expect from an online service. Terms of Use are focused on protecting the service
provider from any liability resulting in the use of their website.
Establishing policies, such as Terms of Use and privacy policies, is an important step in protecting
service providers and users and is an essential design element when Web professionals develop
a website or online tool. However, there are some issues related to developing and providing
policies. To begin developing policies requires a lengthy decision making process. When service
providers develop a policy for their website, they have to decide what items to include in their
policies. They have to decide what information needs to be collected, and then decide how that
information will be used when entrusted to their company. The service providers create policies
to collect and use the information legally. For example, without a specific statement regarding the
ownership of the ideas shared by users, service providers could experience legal difficulty.
These decision-making processes are important, but not easily resolved. There are several
limitations in existing policies. One of the main limitations is that the Terms of Service and Privacy
policies are too long and difficult to read, which makes them hard to understand because they
contain many difficult terms. In 2008, Aleecia McDonald and Lorrie Faith Cranor at Carnegie
Mellon University decided to calculate how much time it would take to read every privacy policy
associated with websites a typical user visits. They found that if “each and every Internet user were
to read every privacy policy on every website they visit, they would spend 25 days out of the year
just reading privacy policies” (Madrigal, 2012, para. 4). For this reason, most people do not read
policies and have difficulty understanding them.
We have identified the policy-related issues associated with online engagement tools that the
City of Cleveland will need to consider. We believe these policy issues will warrant careful
consideration once decisions are made regarding the desired method(s) of collecting citizen data
and the key ethical issues. In the following section, we will examine ethical issues for Cleveland,
and within these issues we will discuss the following questions in-depth:
•

How can the city ensure equitable access to citizen feedback/
input tools for all citizens, regardless of income, literacy
level, computer skills, broadband access, disability, English
language skills, etc.?

•

What are the city’s responsibilities to educate and inform the public about
planning projects and the results of surveys/citizen input/feedback? How
might this impact equitable access issues and the usefulness of citizen
input?

•

What are the issues involved in online community engagement tools that
incorporate social networking elements such as public comments and/or
online discussions?
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•

What are the issues relating to online community behaviors? How will
inappropriate behaviors be handled?

•

How will the city address issues of undesired, improper, or illegal citizen
behaviors relating to the online citizen input tool(s)? What policies might the
city need to address these issues?

•

What are the privacy and ownership issues in collecting, analyzing and
storing citizen data and feedback? How do these issues align with the city’s
desire to target the residents affected by specific planning projects?

•

Who will own citizen input data? How do public record requirements affect
ownership of this data?

•

What are the security issues in collecting citizen data and feedback
digitally? What are the pros and cons of an online citizen input system
housed on the city’s computer systems as opposed to cloud-computing
options? How can Cleveland best maintain effective cybersecurity of
personal information?
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Ethical Issues to Consider for Collecting Citizen Input for Future Planning
General Ethical Issues
Equitable Access Issues
City planners have repeatedly stated concerns that current citizen input methods are not reaching
a majority of citizens. They state a desire to reach as many city residents as possible as well
as to ensure that no group is left out of the input process. Based on these goals and the city’s
demographics, we believe it is critical that planners examine design issues relating to citizens’
ease of access to computers and broadband Internet, as well as their skills and preferences in
computer use. Often called “the digital divide,” these issues typically focus on ensuring access for
those who cannot afford computers or broadband Internet; who lack digital literacy skills; and who
have barriers due to disabilities (Tavani, 2013).
While public computers may increase access for these citizens, design plans for this input tool
should also consider how to ease access for those who commonly have lower digital literacy skills
(older residents, and those without a high school diploma), as well as residents with barriers due to
physical and cognitive disabilities. Cleveland may also wish to consider how issues of text literacy,
English language literacy, and social interactivity preferences will affect access to, and motivation
to use, a computer-based input tool. In order to increase voluntary participation, city planners may
wish to investigate what might support and motivate citizens of differing age and socioeconomic
groups to overcome these types of barriers. To meet the challenges of all these diverse citizen
needs, it appears designers will need to consider a high degree of flexibility and customization for
any input tool. One resource that planners may wish to explore is the Pew Research Center report,
Who’s Online and Why: Main Report (Zickuhr, 2013). This report examines the demographics of
those in the U.S., who do not access online resources, and states the most common barriers to
online use.
Multiple studies indicate that user interface design can be a critical factor in whether or not people
can or will use any new technology (Adams, Nelson, & Todd, 1992; Davis, 1989). A new device or
software program is more likely to be successful if it is easy or intuitive to use. Similarly, new tools
can increase the likelihood of success if the design leverages users’ existing skills or behavior
patterns (Krug, 2005).
To address access issues related to digital literacy, as well as general motivational needs,
planners should consider the time and effort required to use the new computer-based input tool.
Will users need support in order to learn how to use the tool itself? If so, what type of support and
who will provide it? How will these supports be accessed and funded? Given the wide variety and
range of skills possessed by city residents, how can the tool be designed intuitively to meet the
needs of as many as possible? One method for providing both motivation and support to users at
low cost is to provide a “social element” to the process. A common example of this is the online
“user help forum” where both experts and other users help to address user posted questions
(ex: Google Drive User Forum). We note, however, that in Public Pathways: A Guide to Online
Engagement Tools for Local Governments, Black and Neyestani (2014) state,
While online tools reduce significant barriers for some, there are residents in every
community who do not have digital access or literacy to engage online. According to
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the Pew Research Center, 15% of American adults ages 18 years and older do not
use the Internet or email (Pewinternet.org), making offline engagement strategies
imperative to ensuring inclusion in government programs and services. (pp. 1-2)
Again, flexibility and customization emerge as themes for this report.
Typically, the design and creation of a tool with this degree of flexibility (high number of “function
points”) is likely to be costly and unlikely to be completed quickly (Sommerville, 2005). In addition
to this initial cost, we also note that most computer hardware and software requires significant
upgrades every 3-5 years and is replaced on average every 4.5 years (Leather, 2011). City
planners indicate that SCI projects are expected to take place over as much as 10-15 years,
with input desired at different stages. Therefore, it may be necessary for city planners to carefully
consider innovative solutions to reconciling both initial costs and long-term funding for ongoing
maintenance with stated low-cost budgetary goals.
Other questions that are related to these topics for Cleveland to consider include:
•

Would an online input tool provide broader access, increase ease of use and
better motivate citizens to provide feedback? Would an online-tool designed to
include access by smartphones and tablets increase participation - especially by
younger citizens and those with lower incomes?

•

Is it possible to meet the needs of a widely diverse population with a single tool?
If possible, is it affordable over the long term? Could multiple tools/avenues for
input provide more equitable access and increase input/feedback from citizens?

•

Is there an existing tool (or tools) available for free or at low cost that citizens
already know how to use and may even use regularly? How easily could these
tools be adapted for use by city staff?

•

How can established face-to-face and/or online support systems be used to
increase access and use of a citizen input tool (examples: churches, civic
groups, volunteer and social services agencies, recreational groups, educational
institutions, etc.)?

•

Could this tool provide both text and non-text options for providing feedback in
order to reduce language, text literacy and disability barriers? Would allowing
photographic, audio and/or video input increase participation by University
students? Would allowing for digital voice input collection via phone increase
participation by elderly or low-income citizens (many free blog tools allow “posts
via phone”)?

•

Should this input tool incorporate a social element? Would this increase
participation by younger citizens and/or those with higher incomes/education
levels? Could this approach possibly encourage input questions that reach a
wider audience (“go viral”) with less effort by city staff?

The City of Cleveland may encounter other challenges with regard to equity and access as they
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consider the development or use of an online citizen input tool. Older populations tend to be
less likely to use online systems. As a result, there may be a disproportionate number of younger
participants than older participants. This may present the City of Cleveland with results reflecting
an inaccurate portrayal of the city’s population. Other concerns may impact the ELL (English
Language Learner) population. Questions city planners may need to consider:
•
•

Is English the only language that would be used?
Would this limit participation by the ELL population?

When deciding on or developing an online citizen input tool, the City of Cleveland may want to
consider one that has been created from a UD (Universal Design) perspective. Universal design
is the design of products and environments that are accessible by all people, to the greatest
extent possible, and without the need for adaptation or specialized design. Helpful resources
for citizens with limited technology skills should be aligned with the technology tool being used.
Tutorials (webcast or document), trained individuals, or other pertinent resources may need to be
provided for these individuals in order to increase the likelihood that they will be able to use the
tool with ease. City planners will be confronted with these and other challenges that will need to be
thoroughly considered as they make decisions regarding an online method for collecting citizen
input.
Issues in Educating and Informing the Public
In our research of equitable input methods and examination of class discussions, the issues,
educating the public and marketing planning projects, emerged as themes. While the
aforementioned description of this project focuses on gaining input and feedback from citizens,
city planners indicate that previous efforts resulted in uninformed and/or off topic input. Planners
have also indicated that while input and feedback may be used to shape planning projects, it has
not typically resulted in major project changes. However, planners have stated that community
input may be more likely to shape city planning projects where there is significant input from
involved and informed citizens. Therefore, we think that Cleveland planners should engage
citizens in the early stages of a project and encourage citizen “buy-in” of city planning processes
in an effort to involve and inform citizens who will then be more likely to provide valuable input
that may aid in shaping project outcomes. To accomplish this, the city may need to examine the
communication phase of a project to determine if the community is being successfully engaged
and informed about city projects and processes and provide them with equitable access
through which to communicate. Without successful communication to the broad public about city
development projects, will people know enough to be able to provide educated responses via
the input tool? To address this question, we believe it is essential to look closely at how Cleveland
communicates and markets both the development projects and input tools.
Currently city planners state that the primary method for releasing information regarding city
development projects is through the local newspaper. In addition, some project information has
been released as part of previous input efforts (public hearings, kiosk surveys, etc.). At this time,
we can find little information about projects listed in the SCI initiative documents linked from
the official Cleveland, Tennessee City Planning website. While we did find one example of an
education/public information component for a Cleveland city project, The Greenway: Cleveland/
Bradley County, this site seems unconnected to official City communications tools. We believe the
city should consider how well their current communication strategy will support the needs of an
online citizen input tool, as well as project goals. Other questions to consider may include:
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•

What are the city’s ethical responsibilities to educate and inclusively inform a
diverse public about planning projects?

•

If the city is not able to effectively educate and communicate project
information to the broad public, will the usefulness and reliability of their
input data be in question before they ever begin collecting information from
the public?

•

Once input/feedback data is collected, is there a project-based need or
ethical responsibility to provide citizens with results and/or decisions based
on those results? If so, what are the city’s ethical responsibilities in
communicating the data so it is widely accessible by the public?

Once the city determines their ethical responsibilities in communicating information regarding city
development projects, they can then plan for a communication element for the online citizen input
tool. The communication and education strategies used will need to be flexible and varied in order
to effectively address equitable access issues and differing planning project goals. We believe
it is critical that the design of this communication element addresses these key questions, “How
will the diverse public know about a specific input tool/project?” and “How can they get support in
accessing and contributing through this tool?” In addition, we suggest city planners also consider
these questions:
•

What information may help to increase informed public input? What
information will aid residents in shaping project outcomes and increase
community “buy-in” of a project? How might an educational component best
reduce public resistance to a particular planning project?

•

Is information presented only in conjunction with a survey or public input
tool sufficient? Should there be an intentional delay between
education efforts and requests for input? If so, how long? How does
repetition through the use of multiple, but different, tools/venues affect public
understanding of the issues involved?

•

How can non-text educational efforts (video, photographs, podcasts, etc.)
aid in reaching certain demographic groups? Would social media tools help
or hinder the spread of accurate city planning information?

Privacy Issues
In their discussion of the value of privacy, Tavani (2013) posits that privacy may play a significant
role in “promoting human well-being” (p. 140). Citing Judith DeCew (2006), Tavani (2013) puts
forth the idea that privacy promotes feelings of freedom and independence, as well as protecting
us from “pressures that preclude self-expression” and “the pressure to conform” (p. 141).
Konnikova (2013) discusses several studies on the positive and negative effects of anonymity
with regard to online feedback, discussions and behaviors. Specifically, she notes the value
of moderators for “civil” online discussion, even group self-moderation, through voting on or
rating comments, as a tool for improving the quality and tone of anonymous online discussions.
As Cleveland planners seek to increase unbiased citizen input, we believe they will need to
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carefully consider what type of personal data needs to be collected from citizens as part of
this SCI project. Would purely anonymous data reduce citizen privacy concerns and lead to
higher quantity and quality of input? Or is it important to know who is responding and/or certain
demographic information about responders, such as name, general locale, age, or income? Will
the need to collect personal data differ by project, or over the life of a project? City planners also
have the option of allowing citizens a choice in providing personal data. Through a registration
system, users could be given required and optional demographic and feedback fields, providing
at least a minimum of needed data, and possibly allowing participants a feeling of control. This
approach would of course affect the likelihood of each citizen sharing their complete demographic
information, but it could increase participation and the quality of the feedback provided.
In fact, data collection privacy approaches could be varied based on the demographic group
being targeted. According to Tavani (2013), some demographic groups, such as those under
30 years of age, are very eager to share personal information on social networking sites. Older
age groups, however, take their privacy very seriously and question any type of online tool where
personal information is requested. Those over 50, for example, are significantly less likely to have
personal information such as a photo, birthdate, or phone number online (Rainie, Kiesler, Kang, &
Madden, 2013). Either way Cleveland will need to consider their users and how their beliefs about
privacy will affect their participation when designing or choosing an input tool.
Data privacy decisions will be partially driven by data collection methods - online or via dedicated
computers; static survey, or social networking tool. For any of these methods, citizens would
be reassured by a clear and visible plan designed to maintain the privacy of their personally
identifying information in digital format. Such a plan should address these types of questions:
What elements will be made public? Who will see the data? How will the data be used? Again,
we note that the more identifying the personal information collected is, the more it may lead to an
increase in feelings of vulnerability (Tavani, 2013). Assuming Cleveland planners choose not to
use purely anonymous data collection methods, we believe that they will need to find a balance.
They will need to collect just enough personal data to be effective for city planning purposes while
still encouraging participation. Regardless of the amount of citizen data they collect, they will also
need to use methods to assure the public that their data is safe.
Cleveland will also need to determine how they use citizen’s personal data and feedback; how
and where they plan to store the data; who has access to that data; and how long the data will be
retained. As is noted in the Disclaimer and Terms of Use for the City of Cleveland official website,
many of these decisions may be governed by Tennessee public records laws (Legal Disclaimer
and Terms of Use, n.d.). This document also provides some initial guidance on how city planners
may inform citizens regarding how collected data may be used. Will data collected be analyzed on
a per-input project basis? Or will it be combined with data from other citizen engagement activities
or city databases for more robust analysis (data matching)? Will data be examined “at face value”
or will it be examined for patterns of behavior and subgroups to uncover new relationships or
groupings (data mining)? Whatever their choice, Cleveland will need to decide how they are going
to communicate their plans to the general public. In addition, the city needs to anticipate that a
public input tool, one that collects personal information, may become a target for identity thieves,
and plan accordingly in an effort to protect the network and information. As part of informing and
reassuring the public, security plans for the data will need to be posted for the citizen input tool.
Note that as more personally identifying information is collected, the risk is greater for malicious
activity (Tavani, 2013). Cleveland will have to consider not only the risk of malicious activity, but the
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cost of protecting personal data. Ultimately, they will have to decide whether the cost and effort of
collecting and protecting citizen’s personal data will be worth the benefit of knowing more about
the citizens who are using the input tool.
Security Issues: City vs. Cloud-based Hosting
Any computer system that connects to the public must be concerned with securing that system
from harm. This project proposes to collect citizen data using city technology resources, possibly
through an online network. According to Tavani (2013), malicious or accidental harm can occur
to the data itself, to the hardware or software collecting the data, and/or to the network used to
transfer the data. As previously noted, security issues increase commensurate costs with regard
to the amount of personal information collected. Yet even anonymous data input increases
security risks as it allows public “write access” to the hardware and software of the system
and any network involved. In fact, our review of class discussions found that smaller cities, like
Cleveland, are already a likely target for malicious intruders - if not to steal or disrupt city data/
systems themselves; then as a ‘stepping stone’ to bypass the security of other larger organizations
connected to the City. Thus, ethical issues relating to these types of cybersecurity concerns are
likely a major consideration for this project. Initial questions might include: Should the public input
tool be part of the existing city technology infrastructure, or should it be kept separate (dedicated
hardware, or firewalled system)? How would online access increase security risks (versus increase
ease of public access)? How will security measures be maintained, upgraded and funded over the
long term?
One current trend for addressing cybersecurity issues Cleveland may wish to consider, is the
option of “outsourcing” computing tasks to organizations/systems not owned by the city. An
example of “cloud computing,” this option shifts the responsibility for cybersecurity to the outside
entity, which often has more experience, established systems and better long-term funding
(Tavani, 2013). Typically Internet-based, one example would be the use of free Google forms for
static online surveys. Provided via online surveys that are easily accessible to anyone with Internet
access, data is collected and kept secure on the server by Google’s existing login-based security
system. Data can be viewed and analyzed in place, or can be exported in bulk to Cleveland
computers for more in-depth analysis, data matching, or data merging. Other free “cloud-based”
options for collecting input include social media tools, such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or
YouTube. Each of these organizations has an established security system; has privacy protocols;
is easily accessible; and is low-cost or free for city use. In addition, as they are already popular
with many citizen demographics, this choice may reduce support and marketing costs associated
with equitable access and educating the public about planning projects.
When considering cloud computing options, there are, of course, attending logistical and ethical
considerations. This method, particularly the use of free or low-cost online resources, requires
reliance on the ethics, policies, and strategic decisions of outside organizations. It is possible for
these organizations’ decisions to change or negatively impact citizen input processes and data
with little warning. In addition, these organizations are high profile targets for malicious attacks
(Tavani, 2013). If their security fails, and citizen personal data is compromised, how will this reflect
on the City of Cleveland? How will this affect the data collection process? Additional questions
relating to this option include:
•

How do the ethical issues, security risks, and cost issues compare between
a city-owned input/information tool and a cloud-based tool (or tools)?
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•

What would be the city’s responsibilities in supporting and monitoring citizen
activities on a cloud-based social media site? Can Cleveland rely primarily on
the third party’s policies, tech support and grievance procedures?

•

Would the use of specific online platforms (Facebook, Twitter,
etc.) disenfranchise certain segments of the citizen population (the “I hate
Facebook and will not use it” phenomenon)?

•

If Cleveland opts for data collection via a social networking site such
as Facebook, how would city planners organize and analyze the
data posted by residents? Would there be a need to match responses
to respondents for future contact and follow-up? What are the ethics and
logistics of attempting to limit interaction solely to Cleveland City residents?
Would it be possible to match input data to a specific residential area?

Anonymity and Online Community Behaviors
Additionally, residents will need to be informed about Cleveland’s intentions to provide its citizens
anonymity. Allowing citizens to respond anonymously is a viable option, but Cleveland needs to be
aware that such anonymity, although it has benefits, also has drawbacks.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits of Anonymity
Anonymity may encourage more honest feedback
There is no fear of repercussions
Anonymity can protect and individual’s privacy and reputation
Citizens are able to exercise their right to freedom of speech
Drawbacks of Anonymity
Anonymity could allow commenting tools to become more open to abusive
behaviors
Anonymity could open the door for less civil responses
Citizens may be more susceptible to spam through this method
Non-anonymous commenting could potentially limit participation which may
lead to lower feedback rates

To summarize, anonymous commenting is more likely to encourage honest feedback, but it is
also more likely to inspire inappropriate content, negativity, and gossip. Also, those who are
behind a cloak of anonymity are more apt to vocalize. With anonymous commenting, there is no
way to follow-up with those who have responded. If Cleveland decides not to keep the input tool
completely anonymous, they will have to make some important decisions regarding the level of
user anonymity. Will participants simply use a first name or both a first and last name? Will their
profile, which is viewable by the general public, include other personal information? An option
for Cleveland to consider which may provide a solution to the possible drawbacks may be a
system that allows pseudonyms or aliases. This method would allow a level of anonymity to the
forum that may encourage more open and honest feedback from its citizens. Regardless of what
method is used, the City of Cleveland will need to consider how and to what extent they will need
to moderate the forums. A moderator could help curb poor forum behavior and possibly promote
positive and helpful feedback for Cleveland. However, there are some drawbacks to having a
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moderator for public forums. Some citizens may consider the use of moderators as censorship.
Additionally, extra costs may accrue if a moderator needs to be hired, or if electronic moderation
software or tools become necessary.
Community Engagement Tools
The following is an examination of Online Engagement Tools, which will include a discussion
of what and how other cities are engaging their communities, as well as consider the various
types of tools that are typically used (i.e., survey tools, online commenting tools, and other public
engagement tools). The discussion of other public engagement tools will include an analysis of the
Open Town Hall tool.
“Good decision-making requires the knowledge, experiences, views and values of the public.
Implementing difficult decisions depends on citizens’ consent and support” (Citizen Engagement,
n.d., para. 2). Attention to and the desire to obtain community input and interact with the
community, in an effort to make them part of the process, promotes democracy and a sense of
community. It gives people a voice. To gain community participation, engagement tools are being
used for many reasons: to get a sense of broad public opinion through online discussion forums;
to gather specific information and opinions by conducting a survey; through participation at town
hall meetings; and even door to door exchanges.
Online engagement tools should inform, consult, cooperate, and empower (Black &Neyestani,
2014). “As such, careful consideration should be given to their appropriateness depending on the
intended purpose, context and participants, as well as how they fit with institutional processes and
capacity, and how any engagement will be acted upon and feedback given” (Encourage the use
of digital tools, n.d., para. 1).
Most cities use a variety of engagement tools to gather input from their community. For example,
the city of Portland, Oregon uses their website to inform their citizens about public projects;
conducts surveys; encourages the public to join an online opinion panel; and invites its citizens
to in-person community forums (Metro Seeks Community Input, 2014). Other communities do
something similar, providing more than one means of encouraging public participation.
The following sections will discuss some of the tools typically used to engage the public and
collect feedback. Tools to be discussed are: online commenting tools, survey tools, and other
online public engagement tools, such as Open Town Hall. A list of online commenting tools, survey
tools, and other online engagement tools are included at the end of the report (Appendix D).
Online Commenting Tools (Forums)
Online commenting tools are used to create forums, and are useful tools for discussing a variety
of topics and for gathering general public opinion. However, the forums typically build slowly
and may need to be moderated, which may require additional attention in order to keep the
public engaged and the forum free of offensive content. Also, it may be difficult to convert forum
comments into measurable data reflecting citizen’s opinions. The following are some suggestions
on starting an online forum offered by Bloomtools:
Starting your own online community can be quite slow initially. This is
because people won’t take the time to contribute to small groups with
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few participants. However, once the community starts to grow, more and
more users will be attracted to the group and motivated to contribute,
further growing the group.
When starting an online community, some things to keep in mind are:
•

Trust the member’s input – don’t moderate their inputs too
heavily. Of course, offensive or illegal content should immediately
be removed, but generally you should allow constructive criticism
of your business to appear on your forum. You can get some
great customer feedback through this and will make users feel that
you value their opinions.

•

Make it easy to contribute – people will be instantly turned off from
contributing to your site if the process of registering and posting
messages is too complex. Only ask for essential information during
registration (you can always find out more about them later) and make
it really quick and simple for them to add comments to the forum.

•

Allow members to get credit by measuring their
contributions -- users of your forum should be able to
increase their status in the group. They should be
categorized based on their level of participation within
the group, such as ‘newbie’ or ‘expert’. This rewards the
best users and makes them feel like their contributions
are appreciated, which will strengthen their brand
loyalty and encourage them to participate more and
to tell others about your business.

•

Allow other members to respond to contributions – in
order for your forum to be truly interactive, users need to
be able to respond to the contributions made by others.
This can create excellent in-depth discussions
between participants and foster the community feeling
within the group. (Starting Your Own Online Community,
n.d., para. 5)

A list of online commenting tools is included at the end of the report (Appendix D).

Survey Tools
Surveys are typically used to collect more specific information from the community than the
general discussion from online commenting tools. Assuming that the surveys are well written,
survey tools can be a good method for collecting measurable data. However, a larger number of
survey participants are necessary to provide enough data to be useful to city planners. This may
present the City of Cleveland with challenges in how they will encourage citizen participation.
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Also, surveys are completed by individuals and, therefore, do not provide citizens with a sense of
community, whereas, commenting tools provide opportunities for building relationships within the
city and with its citizens. The City of Cleveland will need to consider the benefits of each of the
tools and the preferences of their citizens. It may be that using a combination of the two types of
tools will provide city planners with the most feedback.
Surveys are commonly open for a limited amount of time. At the end of a survey, information can
be compiled and the resulting reports can be shared with the community. The following are a
couple of cities that shared their survey results with the community:
•
•

Delmar, CA (bottom of the page – “Final Civic Center Survey Results”) (http://www.
delmar.ca.us/441/Community-Input)
Minneapolis, MN (toward the bottom of the page, under
Progress and Accomplishments) (http://www.minneapolismn.gov/health/living/
northminneapolisgreenway)

Surveys can be sent out either to individual email addresses and then returned by those choosing
to participate, or they can be accessed through a website. One way the survey comes to the
public, the other way the public comes to the survey. The following are some examples of how
cities are using surveys:
•
•
•
•

Holyoke, Massachusetts (http://www.holyoke.org/news/please-take-our-communitysurvey/)
Minneapolis, Minnesota (http://www.clevelandneighborhood.org/team-awesome/)
Portland, Oregon (http://www.makeagreatplace.org/)
Aurora, Colorado (http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_26092000/aurora-beginssearch-new-police-chief-community-input)

Conducting research into surveys tools, it was observed that many cities, both large and small,
provide surveys “powered by SurveyMonkey.” These survey examples are now closed, but toward
the bottom of the page appears a link back to SurveyMonkey.
•
•
•

Holyoke, Massachusetts (https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Whiting_Farms_Road)
Minneapolis, Minnesota (http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/NMplsGreenway)
Aurora, Colorado (https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PSRMN8T)

There are many survey tools dedicated to offering a variety of question types and capable
of producing a multitude of reports. A list of survey tools is included at the end of the report
(Appendix D).
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Other Online Engagement Tools (Open Town Hall)
There are many online engagement tools that the City of Cleveland could consider. For this report
we will focus on Open Town Hall, as it was a tool used in many of cities we benchmarked. A list
of the cities that were benchmarked can be found at the end of the report (Appendix C). “Open
Town Hall is a cloud-based online civic engagement platform that augments and diversifies
public participation in ways that also enable government leaders to increase public trust” (Open
Town Hall About Us, n.d., para. 1). They also claim they are “The most widely used online public
comment platform for government” (Open Town Hall, n.d., para. 1).
While researching cities to benchmark we came across many that use the Open Town Hall tool.
This made us curious as to the effectiveness of Open Town Hall and the other methods being used
by benchmarked cities. This led us to contact the cities we benchmarked.
In an interview with Stacey Ewell of Germantown, TN, she said that they have had good
experiences with Open City Hall (the same tool as Open Town Hall), both with the tool itself
and with the staff. Their problem has been about consistently using the tool. Germantown has a
particularly vocal community, according to Stacey. On a particularly hot topic, they might have
100 people commenting, which she says is greater than the responses they were getting in public
forums (S. Ewell, personal communication, July 22, 2014).
Some cities did not respond and therefore data was collected from the various city websites that
use the Open Town Hall tool. At the time the data was collected, it showed that of the amount of
people who visited the cities’ Open Town Hall websites, from 1.8% to 83.1% participated in the
forums. The total amount of the participants represents about 0.5% to 1% of the total population,
respectively. Data was collected on July 22, 2014.
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City Participants Using the Open Town Hall Online Engagement Tool
City

Topic

Visited

Responded

Percentage of Visitors
that Responded

Germantown, TN

Topic 1

111

2

1.8%

Germantown, TN

Topic 2

334

23

6.9%

Loveland, CO

Topic 1

474

394

83.1%

Loveland, CO

Topic 2

203

72

35.5%

Loveland, CO

Topic 3

121

35

28.9%

Lake Oswego, OR

Topic 1

905

147

16.3%

Lake Oswego, OR

Topic 2

473

85

18.0%

Lake Oswego, OR

Topic 3

321

37

11.5%

Lake Oswego, OR

Topic 4

414

43

10.4%

Klamath Falls, OR

Topic 1

107

30

28.0%

Klamath Falls, OR

Topic 2

94

9

4.3%

Ashland, OR

Topic 1

387

125

32.3%

Ashland, OR

Topic 2

242

24

9.9%

Ashland, OR

Topic 3

631

382

60.5%

In Loveland, CO, Topic 1 was a “quality of life” survey that had 83.1% participation. This
is a far higher rate than for the Topic 2 and 3 discussion threads, which had 35.5% and
1000 participation, respectively. However, it shows the versatility of the Open Town Hall
28.9%
online engagement tool. Surveys and online forums are both available through one tool.
750

Visits
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250

0
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Graph of City Participants Using the Open Town Hall Online Engagement Tool
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Data may show that more time is needed to build an online community; it may show that more
moderation, to engage the community, is required; it may show that another online engagement
tool may need to be added that will more effectively engage the public; or it may show that
another tool may be more effective for a particular community.
Hickory, NC was the only benchmarked city that did not use Open Town Hall. In an interview
with Sarah Prencipe of Hickory, NC, she said that Hickory does not use an online component
for their community participation. They used a system where they set up poster boards devoted
to various city projects around the room, and handed each participant a small number of dot
stickers. Participants placed dots on the posters they were most interested in. Sarah estimated
participation to be “a couple of hundred” people (S. Prencipe, personal communication, July
22, 2014). This is similar to an online tool called Shareabouts. “Shareabouts is a flexible tool for
gathering public input on a map” (Shareabouts, n.d., para. 1). Besides using icons to highlight
areas on a map, this tool can also collect name, zip code and other demographic information;
provide surveys with multiple question options; and send out email reports (Shareabouts, n.d.).
The City of Cleveland has a tool similar to Open Town Hall on their website called Community
Voice (Community Voice, n.d.). Community Voice allows the public to post an idea that can then
be voted on and ranked. Community members also earn points for participation. When questioned
if Cleveland City Planning uses the online commenting tool; how it works for them; or if it is lacking,
City Planners shared with us that it is currently underutilized by citizens.
Some other innovative community engagement tools that are being used, for the most part by
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larger cities, are games and apps. Just this year Emerson College, working with cities like Boston,
MA; Detroit, MI; Philadelphia, PA; and Lowell, MA, tested a community input game (Gonsalves,
2014; Williams, 2011). Boston, MA; Sparks, NV; Philadelphia, PA; and others cities are using
apps to engage the community (Citizen Connect, n.d.; Sparks Mobile App, n.d.; Mobile App, n.d.;
Sherman, 2012). The City of Cleveland may be interested in looking more in depth at these tools as
it may provide some information about how the cities are using these apps and ultimately provide
them more guidance with their decision of the type of tool to develop with the spring semester
class.
Whether the online tool developed by the spring semester class is created to gather specific
information like a survey tool or to get a feel for the general public opinion like an online forum, city
planners may want to consider using additional online tools, like those mentioned in the previous
paragraphs, in order to gain a higher rate of participation and useful feedback. Whatever online
tool is developed or used, some consideration will need to be given to the policy-related issues that
accompany the use of online tools.
Policies and Policy-Related Issues
The following discussion will address technology policies related to citizen data, Internet access,
and equipment access. The discussion is designed to assist the City of Cleveland with decision
and discussion points about collecting electronic data from its citizens. The collected citizen input
may help the government of Cleveland better determine what development projects to undertake
and which projects would be most embraced by its constituents. Such data collection will be
voluntary, but, as privacy will be a concern, there remain two core issues related to that data:
how it will be collected, and how it will be processed and stored once the collection of that data is
complete. Some other questions for city planners to consider when making policy decisions are:
•
•
•
•
•

How best to ensure Cleveland citizens with access to the Internet and how best to
provide alternative methods of collecting citizen input?
How to make the necessary constituent data collection equipment easily accessible
by the citizens of Cleveland?
Who will own citizen input data? How do public record requirements affect
ownership of this data?
How will the city address issues of undesired, improper or illegal citizen behaviors
relating to the online citizen input tool(s)? What legal protections might the city need?
What are the issues involved in online citizen input tools that incorporate social
networking elements such as public comments and/or discussion?

This discussion of online policies and policy-related issues are based on the subsequent citizen
input goals, described by Cleveland city planners:
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•

Take a comprehensive view of how best to survey the community and get input so
that it is inclusive

•

Get a good snapshot of the community’s desires and vision. It is the people’s city;
city employees are stewards

•

Provide an opportunity for everyone to participate (Class communication with
Cleveland City Planners, May 29, 2014)
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To accomplish these goals, the City of Cleveland will need to address several decisions about their
citizen data, Internet access for citizen participation, and equipment availability for as many of its
citizens as possible. We found that whenever an institution, organization, or company provides
Internet access, offers use of equipment to access the Internet, or collects data either from or about
those that use their systems, there are myriad of legal and liability issues that are addressed in the
form of technology policies that both inform users as to their rights and protects organizations from
any potential liability (Tavani, 2012). We will focus on these technology policies to achieve the goals
outlined above.
Specifically, the City of Cleveland may capture citizen data by asking citizens to complete an
online form as their survey response. The city may also capture data available from the citizens’
computer such as: the IP address; demographic information; location; browsing and searching
records; profile data; type of device used; and Web browser used. Once the city determines what
data is needed, it should then decide how to protect the data that it collects and how long it will
be retained. It should also resolve whether and by what means the citizen data will be disposed of
when the survey or project is completed and/or abandoned.
While the city will likely use a multi-venue approach for collecting data from its citizens, an
electronic survey is considered to be equal with all other methods of surveying the public for
Cleveland, if not preferable, simply because of the time and manpower it saves. Therefore, the City
of Cleveland will need to address how it will provide access to the Internet for citizens who currently
do not have Internet access in their homes. If third party Internet providers are endorsed by the
City for access to the survey, the City may want to include limited liability statements or awareness
documents in its survey invitation and documentation.
Not all Cleveland residents will personally own or have access to a computer, tablet, or mobile
device needed to complete an electronic survey. In 2010, Bradley County home computer
ownership was documented at 74% in a Connected Tennessee Residential Technology
Assessment (2010 Connected Tennessee, 2010). This is an increase of 9% from the 2007 survey.
Of those surveyed, 17% indicated they had communicated with local government through their
Internet connection. City planners will need to address how to capture the input of those without a
personal computer to ensure that all citizens have an equal voice in the proposed city development
projects.
Capturing community input electronically can be a fast and relatively easy way to gauge citizen
satisfaction with a project and allow citizen voices to be heard. Including those citizens without an
Internet connection in the home allows the city to construct a more diverse, more accurate, and
more complete report of the population’s participation in the discussions. However, electronic
records such as these come with a certain amount of risk for the city. The city of Cleveland will
need to find a comfortable balance between limiting their liability with citizen data while creating a
safe communication exchange space where both the citizens and the city may share information
about upcoming development projects.
Limitations of Existing Organizations’ Policies
From our class discussions, outside research, work experiences, and personal knowledge, we
hope to provide some helpful guidance to the city of Cleveland about technology policies. We
analyzed class discussion results, created several sub-topics, and summarized our findings.
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We began by reviewing the Terms of Use, Privacy Policies, and any other Internet policies of six
organizations: Verizon Wireless, Bradley Square Mall, Starbucks, Cleveland Bradley County Public
Library, Panera Bread, and the Cleveland city school system.
By analyzing existing Terms of Use, Privacy Policies, and the other Internet policies of these six
organizations, we were able to find common limitations. The first limitation is that each policy has
low readability. Most of policies are too long, convoluted, and use difficult words and expressions.
It makes policies difficult to understand and can easily dissuade users from reading each policy.
Upon review of these policy documents, we agreed that most ordinary individuals do not read or
even truly understand what an organization is capturing, sharing, or utilizing when their services are
used.
The second limitation is that most of the policies are written from the organizational perspective
and not with the end user/client in mind. Most of these policies are written to avoid liability under a
complex array of state and federal laws instead of actually demonstrating how their internal policies
and procedures are benefiting the end user. Terms of Use documents are typically focused on
protecting organizations from any liability resulting in the use of their website. Phillips and Sianjina
(2013) explained that the purpose of Acceptable Use Policies, and Cybersecurity protocols, is to
reduce the possibility of any technology-related situations that would lead to a lawsuit. As they
stated, it is important to express an organization’s position in relation to sensitive issues. However,
the policies, such as Terms of Use and Privacy Policies, should give information about the user’s
rights and responsibilities to protect their privacy and promote better use of the website. The
absence of a user-centered approach in each policy is another limitation of existing policies. When
Cleveland city planners consider the creation of policies related to online citizen input tools, an
effort may need to be made to overcome these limitations.
Issue with ‘Terms of Use’ Policy
Reviewing the policies, we discovered there are differences in each of the organization’s Terms of
Use agreement. One organization’s agreement contains detailed sections pertaining to following
topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disambiguation/definition of key words and phrases
User rights and responsibilities
Proper or expected usage; potential misuse
Accountability for online actions, behavior, and conduct
Privacy policy outlining the use of personal data
Opt-out policy describing procedure for account termination, if available
Disclaimer/Limitation of Liability clarifying the site’s legal liability for damages
incurred by users

However, another organization lists only a few of the above topics in their Terms of Use. This made
us question, “What information should be included in a Terms of Use and/or Privacy Policy?” In
course online discussions, there were different views about the same policy. One person suggested
that one organization’s policy was not detailed enough; that their policy was missing important
items. However, another person stated that the policy included the essential items. So, is including
the essential items enough? How detailed does the policy need to be? We tried to focus on finding
the standards, or rules, for developing each policy.
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What we found was there were no clear standards and rules. So, how does one determine whether
an item should be included in a policy or not? The most effective criteria for making this decision
are to focus on the type of data that is collected from users and how that data is used by the
service provider.
Important Policy Items for Cleveland to Consider
The ultimate goal of city planners is to collect citizens’ opinions by developing an online input tool
that offers citizens an accessible environment. Taking this into consideration, there are several
important policy items that Cleveland will need to consider as they develop policies. They are:
•

Ownership of Ideas Shared by Users
Starbucks’ and Panera’s Terms of Use policy clearly states that they will own whatever
idea users share with them on their website. Especially, in Panera’s case, feedback and
submissions from users become the intellectual property of Panera. For the City of Cleveland,
citizens’ opinions are the most important data collected. Keeping this in mind, Cleveland will
need to consider how to manage ownership of the opinions shared by citizens and will need
to clarify the meaning of ‘ownership of opinion’ before asking for citizen input. This issue is
typically addressed through the Terms of Use policy.
Terms of Use policies are also useful in dealing with user-generated content. When a user
answers questions through an online input tool, or posts their opinion to a website forum,
the user owns the copyright to their thoughts and ideas. If there is no agreement or license,
the service provider could be held liable for copyright infringement if they edit or use the
user-posted content. However, by including a Terms of Use policy on a website, the service
provider makes clear to users that the service provider will have a license to use, edit, change,
and remove all content created by the user. Including a statement about ownership in the
Terms of Use policy can effectively give the service provider control over user-generated
content on the website.

•

Using Public Network Service
Using a public network service is the most accessible to users. However, different public
networks have different levels of policies regarding the information collected from users.
These policies range from collecting something as minimal as an IP address, in the case of
the Cleveland Bradley County Public Library, to a complex policy such as Starbucks’ Digital
Network. Simple policies are not good at protecting the public networks or the individuals that
use them. However, complex policies may hinder the use of the network given its complexity to
the user. That being said, it is important for the City of Cleveland to inform users, in their policy,
how to use the different public networks available, and what each network collects with regard
to the user’s private information. This makes users more aware and the online citizen input tool
more accessible.

•

How to Keep Citizens’ Opinions
The goal of city planners is to gather the opinion of citizens by using an online tool. To meet
this goal the City of Cleveland needs to consider: how long they will keep public feedback
data; whether or not to archive that data; and, if so, where and how it can be accessed in the
future.
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•

How Technology Policies Reflect Upon Their Organizations
Through our class discussions we found that, while some companies had more forthcoming
technology and privacy policies than others, the differences were minor, as all were relatively
obtuse. Specifically, the school district of the City of Cleveland had a clearer, more “userfriendly” set of user policies than those of other companies and institutions we examined. This
usability reflects positively on the institution, as there is plenty of information provided, and
while it is still rife with legalese, it seems aimed at promoting understanding among as many of
its users as possible.

Other policies we reviewed focused almost exclusively around the organization protecting itself
from any potential liabilities resulting in the use of their website. While focusing solely on possible
liabilities is practical, the lack of user-related information provided did not create a positive usercentered reflection of the organization.
We found that Starbucks’ privacy and user policies were noticeably transparent. Starbucks plainly
states that it reserves the right to change its Terms of Use policies at any time, and includes a
caveat in their Privacy Policy that states “no system or transmission of data over the Internet or any
other public network can be guaranteed to be 100% secure” (Privacy Policy, 2013, para. 8). While
these revelations might sound ominous to some, to others it might reflect Starbucks’ desire to be
a more transparent company as well as its understanding of a large section of its customer base.
Starbucks’ free Wi-Fi has long been a selling point for customers, who have felt free to spend time
in Starbucks’ stores, surfing their Internet, and buying their products (James, 2013).
It was also noted, however, that like the Cleveland Bradley County Public Library, Starbucks is
quick to say that it is liable for nothing involving the Internet connection it provides. This was
a common thread among the user policies on all websites and Internet service providers we
reviewed, as the prevailing attitude seems to revolve around “not getting sued.” While this does
not say much as to how it reflects on each company or organization, it does say a lot when it
comes to cyber-related business as a whole; a litigious society might quickly find a way to exploit a
company’s weaknesses, in this case, a possible lack of legalese, and sue.
Furthermore, according to Phillips and Sianjina (2013), public institutions are indeed responsible
for any information collected through the online services they provide, whether they care to admit
it or not. However, although it is never stated plainly on governmental websites, we concluded
that the prevailing attitude taken by public institutions is “if you post it on our website, you cannot
consider it private”.
Cleveland city schools had a much more open set of user policies. Beyond the common
statements seen in other companies’ and institution’s policies, these policies added the caveat that
any email sent to or from Cleveland city schools email accounts should not be considered private.
Both students and employees, including teachers and staff, should have no expectation of email
privacy. These conditions are unique to Cleveland city schools, although when taken as steps to
protect children even at the cost of some personal privacy, the conditions reflect accurately the
school’s ethics and focus.
Technology policies send an underlying message to customers and citizens. They indicate if
the focus is company-based or customer-focused. They can set a tone of communication by the
amount of legalese or plainly spoken text that they contain. Savvier users of the Internet and social
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media can be quick to spread negative views if they feel that they’ve been misled; a well-crafted
Terms of Use policy, or set of policies, can put constituents at ease which, in turn, may reflect well
upon the City of Cleveland.
Little Known Facts about Service Providers
User and privacy policies that we reviewed demonstrated much more data is gathered from
computer users than most people realized. When users click on the “accept” button presented by
a website, most do not take the time to actually read the user agreement that they are accepting.
Therefore, users might be surprised to learn what is actually being captured about their web
usage. Some of the more unexpected information collected by the policies we reviewed are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Websites visited
Social media profile
Browsing and searching records
Demographics
Location
IP address
Links used
Cookies
IDs
Passwords

Additionally, the Internet service providers we reviewed stated that they were not responsible for
any problems (i.e., viruses, malware, hacking) that occur on a personal computer system after
using their Internet service.
The existing City of Cleveland website policy, located under the “Transparency” hyperlink states
that the city collects some information from website users automatically (Legal Disclaimer and
Terms of Use, n.d.).
Information Collected and Stored Automatically
If you do nothing during your visit but browse through the website, read pages, or
download information, we will still gather and store certain information about your visit
automatically. This information does not identify you personally. We automatically
collect and store the following information about your visit:
•

The Internet domain (for example, “company.com”) and IP address (an IP address
is a number that is automatically assigned to your computer whenever you are
surfing the Web) from which you access our web site;

•

The type of browser and operating system used to access our site;

•

The date and time you access our site;

•

The pages you visit;

•

If you linked to the website from another web site, the address of that web site.
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We use this information to help us make our site more useful to visitors -- to learn
about the number of visitors to our site and the types of technology our visitors
use. (Legal Disclaimer and Terms of Use, n.d., pp. 3-4)
Cookies
A cookie is a tiny piece of text that, with your permission, is placed on your
computer’s hard drive. If your browser is set to notify you before accepting a
cookie, you will receive a request for a cookie to be stored on your computer.
This cookie is used to track visitors and the information they provide, it doesn’t
tell us private information about you, unless you give us the information before
you have accepted the cookie. Accepting a cookie in no way gives us access
to your computer or any additional personal information about you. If you have
concerns about cookies, your browser can be set to reject them, although some
functionality of this web site may be affected.
While the information gathered by the City of Cleveland’s website is much more
generic than what we found on some vendor sites, any captured data and the
usage of such data can be misinterpreted by someone who is unknowledgeable
about the practice and unfamiliar with the existence of a privacy and/or usage
policy. (Legal Disclaimer and Terms of Use, n.d., p. 4)
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By analyzing discussions and searching through additional resources, we developed
several recommendations for the City of Cleveland. Based on findings from these
discussions, recommendations will be provided for city planners to consider in the
immediate, near future and future planning.

General Recommendations
Incorporate an Educational and Informational Component Relating to Citizen
Input
A key component to collecting informed public opinions and addressing equitable
access issues is to partner input tools/processes with methods for educating and
informing the public regarding the city’s planning projects. We strongly recommend
that Cleveland planners consider broadening the scope of this SCI project to the
creation of a communication system - providing for not only the collection of citizen
input, but also the publication of feedback/survey results, actions to be taken in
response to feedback, and general information about city planning projects. This
approach could also assist the city in addressing issues relating to full disclosure,
public record, and “transparent government.” In designing the educational and
informational aspect of this proposed communication system, we believe that
planners should make it a priority to expand beyond their current ‘traditional’ output
communication methods, such as: newspaper, public hearings, static kiosks, etc.,
to take advantage of the marketing and educational opportunities provided through
online methodologies, including mobile computing and social media tools. One
possibility is to design an improved information portal for City Planning projects,
providing links to existing online resources such as: the Friends of the Greenway
website and Facebook page; online newspaper articles, and relevant information
on other city of Cleveland department websites; as well as to specific project
information pages maintained by the city planning staff. The Cleveland Bradley
County Public Library offers digital literacy courses for its citizens (Computer
Literacy Courses, n.d.). This would be a good example of an educational
resource that could be linked to the portal. This portal area could also serve as a
link to current citizen input surveys, tools, and reports reflecting citizen input.
As part of designing their communication system and/or online information
portal, we strongly encourage the city planning staff to coordinate with other
departments and community organizations experienced in marketing, and to
engage civic participation to provide support for typically disadvantaged socioeconomic groups. In particular, we encourage city planners to work closely
with city marketing staff to align informational activities in order to maximize
citizen exposure, avoid duplication of effort, and leverage existing resources
(e.g., the Cleveland, TN Twitter feed, city news page, and the Community
Voice discussion tool). However, in order to maintain clarity and focus on
planning efforts, it is possible that the city planning office may wish to maintain
their own separate social media pages/feeds. In addition, Cleveland planners
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could investigate partnerships with organizations like: the Bradley/Polk Adult Education program;
Lee University TESOL program; and the Cleveland/Bradley Public Library; to address the design of
education and support elements for specific groups of individuals, such as: those with low English
language skills; low text literacy skills; and/or low digital literacy skills. In addition, city planners
could reach out to local community online news outlets and other community organizations with
strong local neighborhood ties, or to existing online followings in an effort to “spread the word”
on planning projects, input/survey opportunities, and methods for accessing these tools. We
encourage the city to consider an array of educational delivery methods, both computer-based
and low-tech, to ensure that citizens have access, and to motivate participation in city planning
input/feedback efforts for the widest array of city residents.
Provide Multiple Methods of Engagement
Based on Cleveland’s desire to reach the greatest number of citizens to obtain their input, it is
clear that one method of data collection is insufficient to bridge the gap. Cleveland should provide
multiple methods for the public to provide feedback in order to combat the potential digital divide
between citizens. Cleveland has diverse demographics and needs to have a different plan to elicit
input from each unique group. With 64% of adult city residents between the ages of 18 and 65,
Cleveland might consider using social networking to reach this population (U.S. Census, 2014).
Residents in older age brackets may be better served by face to face meetings, interviews, and
paper-based tools.
With only 24% of residents over the age of 30 having a college education, 16% without a
high school diploma, and a 24% poverty rate; online and/or text-based resources may not be
accessible for a significant number of citizens (U.S. Census, 2014). Therefore, in addition to online
survey/feedback tools, Cleveland should consider offline resources such as photos, videos,
text articles, and paper surveys. Expanding the type of input and output methods may motivate
citizens’ to participate, particularly those residents without Internet or computer skills. For example,
video could be used to capture citizen input while addressing literacy and access concerns.
Citizens could be asked to provide a response using the following methods:
•
•

“Tell us what you love about your community in a 30 second video”
“Send us an image of what best represents the character of your
community?”
“Call this (city identified) phone number to leave a 1 minute message on
your complaint or complement
“Send an email or text message providing input or a complaint”
“Fill out this online or paper survey - volunteers can assist at these locations
or by calling...”

•
•
•

Below are some examples of the different methods that cities are using to inform their citizens:
•

The City of Sedona, Arizona, provides photos and quick text reports of the
City’s activities via Instagram (City of Sedona, 2014).
The Los Angeles County’s Flood Control District created a short, illustrated
video to explain sedimentation and flood control tactics used throughout the
county. The goal was to educate the public about sedimentation, a process
with which most residents are not familiar. The project’s intent was to reduce
public apprehension toward flood control policies (“Sediment
Management,” 2012).

•
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We believe that city planners must consider a wide variety of solutions to meet the needs
presented by the City of Cleveland’s diverse demographics with regard to the cybertechnology
related ethical issues previously discussed. In doing so, we believe that they will be successful
in designing a valuable citizen input tool that achieves the city’s goal to “not miss or marginalize
anyone” (Cleveland City Planner, personal communication, June 11, 2014).
Plan for both Public and Anonymous Feedback Options
Cleveland has expressed a concern for privacy as well as transparency. Anonymous input
methods allow for greater citizen privacy and can lead to a better balance of voices and/or
more candid feedback. Yet, these methods can result in duplicate or unclear data, an increased
likelihood of uncivil/off-topic input, and are considered less transparent. Public input methods,
however, reassure citizens of government transparency, can leverage citizen’s social natures,
and provide more reliable and useful data for analysis. However, collecting personal data
poses a greater security risk, may reduce unbiased input, and may intimidate some citizens.
Therefore, Cleveland should strongly consider both public and anonymous input methods for any
development project. Terms of Use policies should accompany each input method and include a
disclaimer that should contain the following:
•
•
•
•
•

A definition of intellectual property
The right to use the intellectual property belongs to Cleveland
How attribution will be given for non-anonymous materials, images, pictures,
and audio testimonials
Specifically, how materials, including demographics, will be stored and used
How uncivil input will be handled

To familiarize themselves with the type of information in a Terms of Use or Terms of Service policy,
city planners may consider examining the Terms of Service policy in the forum rules section on
the registration page for the CityData.com’s public discussion forum (Forum Rules, 2014). The
decision to collect demographic information is an important decision that only Cleveland can
make. From our perspective the collection of demographic data could be helpful to the city by
identifying the age and location of the citizens that use the input tool. By analyzing this information,
Cleveland could discover the specific groups and locations that are using their input tool, which,
in turn, may help them to measure their marketing efforts and also identify which age groups and
areas of town have low or no participation. Collecting this type of data could also help the city
to conduct market research that may aid them in discovering where to focus their efforts. The
downside of collecting this type of data is that Cleveland would have to commit more resources
to storing and protecting the data. They also risk losing certain participants who may not feel
comfortable sharing personal demographic information.
If personal information is collected from citizens, they should be assured of the confidentiality of
their information.
One option is to assign a unique identity number to each respondent and not
enter the name, address, or other information that can be used to link answers
to each individual. This is especially needed if sensitive questions are to be
asked, such as those relating to criminal behavior. Potential respondents
should be ensured of this prior to their participation in the survey. Knowing
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that answers are confidential and accessible only to those who process and
analyze the survey improves chances of eliciting correct responses and
feedback from those doing the survey. (Nayyar-Stone & Hatry, 2010, p. 6)
If anonymous methods are used, Cleveland should plan for some method of moderation - in
person or via group self-moderation tools such as voting or rating comments (Konnikova, 2013).
Outsource Data Collection Activities
While Cleveland is a relatively small government organization, city planners should not discount
its position as a potential target for cyber threats. We recommend that Cleveland work with
knowledgeable information technology professionals to assess the cybersecurity risks associated
with any decisions regarding collecting, protecting, manipulating, reporting, storing, and disposing
of citizen input data. In addition, we caution that cybersecurity is not a one-time decision, plan,
or expenditure, but rather an ongoing process that must keep pace with the rate of technology
change, as well as accommodate changes in city planners’ needs and goals. Given budgetary
constraints, we find it unlikely that the creation of a single tool, or even multiple tools, will enable
city planners to meet their goals and effectively monitor cybersecurity ethics issues.
Thus, we recommend that Cleveland strongly consider using an array of popular, low-cost cloudbased solutions for both informing the public, and gathering citizen input. Such a move shifts the
bulk of security and privacy maintenance to more established corporations such as Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and Google, etc. As an example, Polunsky (2014) describes how Twitter was
used in some Texas Senate Committee meetings to allow public participation and committee
response in an instant feedback loop-type to increase government transparency. With a diverse
selection of cloud-based sources, it should be relatively inexpensive and easy for the city to drop
the use of one tool and add another as technologies shift and new, more effective, tools become
available. This approach will help keep security costs low as well as reduce tech training and
support needs for both staff and citizens. It would also allow for multiple venues/options to meet
the needs of a diverse population; enable matching of different tools to different purposes for each
project’s needs over time, and leverage the popular existing tools with different city demographic
groups.
Make Coordination and Collaboration a Priority
Throughout previous discussions, we noted a theme of collaboration and coordination with
other entities, both internal and external to Cleveland city government. Given scarce financial
resources, we believe it is imperative to SCI project success that city planners integrate and align
their proposed citizen communication efforts with those of other city government organizations.
Cleveland should also strongly consider the importance of identifying and leveraging community/
neighborhood volunteer organizations, where possible, to lower their costs and increase citizen
informed participation. These organizations could serve as: online or face-to-face discussion
moderators; technical, accessibility, or literacy support “helpers;” trainers; or “local points of
contact;” etc. This coordination of efforts may also increase the success of citizen “buy-in” to city
branding efforts and help to decrease citizen resistance to changes brought about by needed city
improvements.
In contrast, we also point out that different city projects may have significantly different
communication and data collection needs, and that longer term projects may even have differing
needs over the course of the project. To accommodate this, we suggest Cleveland plan ahead,
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on a project-by-project basis, for personnel, partnerships, and processes needed in gathering,
monitoring, organizing, analyzing, publishing, and storing public input information. In particular,
we suggest city planners involve Cleveland Utilities in all planning conversations involving
technology-based tools, as it is difficult to determine when decisions may affect cybersecurity
and/or a Terms of Use and other computer-based policy documents. Such a flexible, pro-active
approach between Cleveland city departments, Cleveland Utilities, public service agencies, and
other city civic support groups, will, we believe, help streamline efforts, reduce costs, and increase
community engagement.

Recommendations for Issues Related to Online Engagement Tools
This section of the report will discuss the issues: equity-and-access, anonymity/non-anonymous
commenting, moderation/moderators, and ownership/copyright issues as they relate to online
engagement tools. The discussions will include justification followed by recommendations. Some
of the discussions of these issues will refer to all online engagement tools; others will be specific to
just online commenting or survey tools.
Provide Community with Access to Accessible Tools, Content, and Materials
The equity-and-access issues that need to be considered, when choosing a community
engagement tool, are democracy and accessibility. Citizen involvement in what happens in
their communities empowers them. In a video about a Boston community development, a man
comments, “By raising our voices, it is the most powerful thing you can imagine” (“Generations of
Change,” 2014). By providing access to information and giving them a choice, they feel like they
have a voice. In another video about changes being made to the downtown Troy, Alabama area,
a community leader remarks, “The more involved our community is, and our citizens and residents
are in our community, the stronger our community will be” (“Troy Needs Public Input,” 2014). At the
same time, governing bodies provide a sense of openness and transparency in their operations.
Nothing is being done behind closed doors. Without a sense of “openness” and transparency,
communities may have difficulty building trust and may lose confidence in their government. In
a blog article about a Bradley County Charette that took place in April 2012, a concerned citizen
wrote,
My observation was the planners were overwhelmed with the negative
response and were left attempting to explain away the reason the results,
questionnaires and comment cards came back overwhelmingly negative
on members of the tea party. We are citizens too, we just happen to be
involved, engaged and vocal about our discontent with this plan!” (Bradley
County News, 2012, para. 6).
Open engagement, using various engagement methods and tools, can foster an environment
where trust can grow. “Implementing difficult decisions depends on citizens’ consent and support.
Unless citizens understand and are engaged in the decision themselves, trust is easily lost”
(Citizen Engagement, n.d.). Attention to and the desire to obtain community input and interact with
the community in an effort to make them part of the process promotes democracy and community.
It gives people a voice and builds trust.
The Internet “favors democracy and democratic ideals” by providing greater “openness,”
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empowerment, choice, and access to information (Tavani, p. 318). Having greater access to
information requires access to the Internet. When choosing an online method for collecting citizen
data, whether or not citizens have access to the Internet, needs to be considered. The Cleveland
Neighborhood Association (Minneapolis, MN) takes this into consideration on their online survey
by offering a phone number as an alternative for people uncomfortable or incapable of using, or
without access to, the Internet (Transit Outreach Questionnaire, n.d.). This allows citizens to call
in and answer the survey, fulfilling their desire to be involved in the community. To make materials
that are more accessible, the Universal Design for Learning (UDL) guidelines recommend
providing them in more than one form (Universal Design for Learning Guidelines, 2013). In this
case, by providing an alternative, a phone number, the survey becomes accessible to: people
without Internet access; people who do not know how to use the Internet, and; people with a
disability who find using the Internet difficult. Providing an accessible online survey may also
provide another option for people with disabilities who are able to use the Internet. If only an online
tool is desired, accessibility will need to be considered for community members with disabilities;
and community members without access to the Internet, or education to use the Internet. To solve
this issue, locations with public Internet access and someone to help citizens with disabilities, or
citizens who do not know how to use the online tool, will be necessary in order to satisfy equityand-access issues. City planners should also consider sharing information with citizens. Providing
content can empower the community and build trust. For example, if a survey is offered, share the
results; make them available to the community.
Provide Moderators for Anonymous Commenting
When using an online commenting tool, some people prefer to remain anonymous. However, of
those who prefer to remain anonymous, many of their comments contain rude or vulgar content.
In the study “Virtuous or Vitriolic: The Effect of Anonymity on Civility in Online Newspaper Reader
Comment Boards,” by University of Houston communications professor Arthur Santana, states
“when anonymity was removed, civility prevailed” (Santana, 2014). In the same study, Santana
found that almost half of the 137 largest U.S. newspapers do not allow anonymous commenters in
their forums. The Huffington Post is a recent addition to the list of newspapers that ban anonymous
comments. The article, “Huffington Post to ban anonymous comments” by Elizabeth Landers
reports that Ariana Huffington stated, “Freedom of expression is given to people who stand up for
what they’re saying and who are not hiding behind anonymity. Maintaining a civil environment for
real conversation and community has always been key to the Huffington Post” (Landers, 2013,
para. 3). She continues, “From day one, our comments were pre-moderated, and we invested in
the most advanced moderation technology along with human moderators.” However, she remarks,
“trolls have become more and more aggressive and uglier.” If anonymous commenting is allowed,
more moderators will be needed to monitor the forum and remove offensive content. Investing in
technology or human moderators would be a greater burden on resources. In this case, it may be
easier to ban anonymous posting. The question is whether this will discourage some of the public,
who want to post anonymously and without rude of vulgar content, from participating in the forum,
thus preventing a true representation of the community. If the City of Cleveland has community
members who have disrupted Town Hall meetings, as was described to us during our first
synchronous meeting, they may want to ban anonymous posting in any online forum they adopt.
For example, citizens could be required to create an account and login in order to fill out a survey
or comment in a forum. They could create a pseudonym in the forum but will have to register
to do so. Any participant posting unacceptable content could be contacted privately through
email, if necessary. Non-anonymous commenting may also reduce the amount of time needed for
moderation. However, non-anonymous commenting may reduce participation.
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Provide Moderation to Engage the Public and Encourage Input
As discussed in the previous section, moderation is necessary for online forums. However, a
moderator could be responsible for more than just deleting posts with unacceptable content. They
could also be responsible for keeping the public engaged in the discussions. By interacting in
the online discussions, moderators can create interest where there may be a lull in participation.
Participation dies down when there is no new activity and/or content does not change, when there
is a lull in the online conversation. When this happens, the public may lose interest and abandon
the forum.
Any online commenting tool or discussion forum will require some involvement. Any survey
tool will require its results to be analyzed, interpreted, and shared. However, depending on the
online commenting tool or survey tool used, this contribution could be great or small. Therefore,
a good option may be to start small and use existing resources to moderate, and analyze and
interpret data. As the city grows, online discussion forums may grow and more online engagement
tools may be added, resulting in an increase in participation, which, in turn, may require more
moderation.

Policy-Related Recommendations
Provide Terms of Use, Privacy, and Security Policies for Citizen Input Tools
Terms of Use, Privacy, and Security policies educate the public about what to expect when using
a service and what to expect with regard to privacy and security. Providing these policies make
the service provider appear more transparent. Transparency implies openness, communication,
and accountability. Providing these policies reflects positively on the service providers’ identity
as an organization and assists in building public trust. Although many people may not read these
policies, they do provide information about possible risks to information and privacy when using
online services. By not disclosing this information, the service leaves the public unaware of the
risks to their information and what, if any, is being collected.
Terms of Use, Privacy, and Security policies typically list the rules that individuals must agree to
and abide by in order to use an online service. When developing these policies, city planners
may need to consider how to create a proper balance between offering protection for the city and
using terms that may be too complicated for individuals to understand. With regard to privacy and
security, achieving this balance may require the City of Cleveland to decide how much information
needs to be gathered in order to properly administer the site. To assure that accurate information
is being provided to the City of Cleveland, “cookies” could be used as a means of identifying
users and preventing users from registering with multiple names or aliases. With regard to security,
any measures must be weighed against potential costs and user-friendliness. However, city
planners should make an effort to offer a reasonable amount of data security protection. The City
of Cleveland will need to consider any possible legal issues when creating policies for their online
tool(s), and may decide a lawyer is needed to assist with this process.
Clarify Citizen Input Ownership/Copyright Issues in a Terms of Use or Other Policy
The issues of ownership and copyright usually arise with regard to online commenting tools
or other tools where participants share their content. Most online forums have a Terms of Use
document. By participating in the online forum, the individual agrees to this policy. The Terms
of Use policy covers topics like “not using obscene or offensive language,” and “exercising
good judgment.” Also, typically found in most Terms of Use documents, the organization who
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“own” and maintain the forum reserve the right to make final decisions on all content posted,
which includes removing content. But, does this mean that they own the content posted? Some
online commenting services are clear. For example, Hoop.la is an online service that allows an
individual or organization to create an online forum. They state, “With Hoop.la, you own your online
community. You set your own rules and retain complete ownership of all content and member
information” (Your Home Base, n.d., para. 1). They repeat this in their Terms of Service (TOS), “All
content created in a Service site is owned by and controlled by the site owner (“you”)” (Terms of
Service, 2013, para. 1). In their TOS, they also include the following statement,
You agree not to do anything that is illegal in your local jurisdiction or in the
United States of America, and to remove content that is illegal. You won’t
post any copyrighted material, and, when notified of such, you will remove
copyrighted material posted by your users.
So, as the “owner” of the online community you own all the content unless someone claims it
is copyrighted. However, other online commenting tools use language that does not clearly
claim ownership, but reserves the right to use an individual’s content without compensation.
For example, Facebook includes the following description in their Statement of Rights and
Responsibilities,
For content that is covered by intellectual property rights, like photos and
videos (IP content), you specifically give us the following permission, subject
to your privacy and application settings: you grant us a non-exclusive,
transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free, worldwide license to use any IP
content that you post on or in connection with Facebook. (Statement of
Rights, 2013, para. 2)
However, in the same document, they say, “You own all of the content and information you post
on Facebook, and you can control how it is shared through your privacy and application settings.”
Organizations utilizing online forums should include clear statements addressing ownership and
copyright in a Terms of Use or other policy.
A good practice for the City of Cleveland would be to include an attribution or, if possible,
contact the commenter and request permission to use content such as a photo, image, video,
or audio testimonial, posted in their online forum. However, even if the City makes an attempt to
respect intellectual property, this does not mean that other participants in the online forum will
do the same. Providing policies, that address issues of ownership and copyright, create an air of
transparency that will inspire trust and encourage participation.
The City of Cleveland would be well-advised to include in their design plans, the creation of a
document outlining policies related to the issues of access, ownership/copyright, security, and
privacy. If a public online engagement tool(s) is used, a Terms of Use policy addressing access,
ownership and copyright, as well as Privacy, and Security policies are typically included. However,
if a public online engagement tool or newly developed tool does not have or provide these
policies, city planners should consider providing them to clarify issues of access, ownership/
copyright, security, and privacy; and promote transparency. We believe that city planners should
consider developing a separate document, or more than one, that is based on the existing
Disclaimer and Terms of Use policy for the official City of Cleveland website. To assist in the
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development of a policy document, we suggest Cleveland survey other sites using similar tools
for examples, such as the Forum Rules at CityData.com. Additionally, we suggest whatever policy
document is created be coordinated across other city departments. Creating these policies may
require consultation with an attorney.
General Recommendations for Creating Policy
Below are some considerations for Cleveland to review when creating online policies. These
suggestions focus on the user and are presented here in an effort to guide city planners as they
make policy decisions that benefit both the user and the City of Cleveland.
Considerations when creating policies
•

Technology policies related to gaining citizen input should be written in the
simplest terms possible, avoiding legalese. When creating or changing
Terms of Use and/or Privacy policies, they should be written using common
words that attempt to communicate more effectively, making the policy clear
and easy for users to understand. Additional explanations about each policy,
or examples, may help the general public understand the policy’s content.

•

Technology policies should reflect both the needs of the organization and the
user. This can be expressed by making sure both the organization and user
are aware of their respective rights. As mentioned above, using simple terms
to express those needs will make the content understandable and allow users
to be more willing to share information. A comparison of the content in other
online input tool’s policies with Cleveland’s current policy may be helpful.

•

City planners may need to spend some time familiarizing themselves with the
laws that pertain to any online community engagement tool they have developed.

Strategy to Motivate Users to Read Policies
A bulk of important information is contained within policies and as a result of our discussions
we have come to the conclusion that most people skip over this information; dismissing it as
unimportant and in a lengthy and complicated form. As stated above, using simple terms and
contemplating users’ needs are ways in which you can motivate individuals to read the policies.
Below are some additional strategies that can be applied to motivate users to read policies:
•

Technology policies should be accessible when users sign up or have to enter their
personal information

•

An enlarged font could be used in the policies to emphasize important sections
that the users should read.

•

Questions could be included on the landing page to check the user’s
understanding of the policies. An example question may be, “Do you know
what information can be used by third-party sites?”

•

A brief summary of each policy could be provided to clarify any misunderstandings
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users may experience.
How to Write Policies
As stated earlier, there is no standard for what must be included within each different policy.
However, we found several resources that may provide guidance when writing policies. Those
resources are included at the end of the report (Appendix A & B).
Use Existing City of Cleveland Policies
There are statements in existing city policies that could be applied to future policies. They are:
Any information provided by you to the City of Cleveland, including but
not limited to feedback, questions, comments, and suggestions are nonconfidential; moreover, such information is likely a public record subject to
public inspection pursuant to law. (Legal Disclaimer and Terms of Use, n.d., p. 3)
Under Tennessee law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want
your e-mail address released in response to a public-records request, do not send
electronic mail to this entity. Instead contact this office by phone or in writing. (Legal
Disclaimer and Terms of Use, n.d., p. 1)
Even though there are existing policies that may be applicable to those written for a future online
citizen input tool(s), the City of Cleveland should create a separate policy relevant to the new tool.

Types of Technology Policies
Terms of Use
A published Terms of Use policy defines the terms and conditions which the user
must agree to abide by in order to use the provided service or website. It is often focused
on protecting the service provider from any liability resulting in the use of their services. It
may include statements specifically related to copyright infringement, email systems,
unauthorized access, inappropriate use, offensive language, intellectual property, and 		
privacy.
Citizen Data Policy
A published data use policy serves as a reference tool for what type of information is being
collected, the ways in which that data is protected, the focus of the use of the collected
data, the destruction of outdated information, and the methods by which gathered
information is distributed for public knowledge. Usage policies contribute to a more
transparent exchange and can help assure data providers that their information is being
managed responsibly. Creating a citizen data policy may allow the City of Cleveland to:
•

Clarify its intentions and communicate these to data providers

•

Make consistent and realistic decisions on the availability and use of data

•

Provide citizens with a better understanding of how the data will be used,
destroyed, and made available
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•

Allow potential data users the opportunity to understand the rationale behind
any constraints over the availability or use of data

Internet Access Policy
A published Internet access policy could serve as an inventory tool for Wi-Fi access 		
points throughout the city of Cleveland. It references third-party service provider
Terms of Use and Privacy Policies to inform the citizens of the information gathered by
each of the providers. Knowledge of automatically collected user data as well as ownership
of data shared on a third-party network can better inform citizens of network choices and
their ramifications. Internet access policies:
•

Specify locations of city-provided Wi-Fi access points

•

Educate citizens on data collection standards by third-party providers

•

Specify conflicts between third-party provider policies and city policies

Equipment Access Policy
A published equipment access policy recognizes the need for computers, electronic
communications, and Internet access; and the vital role they play in creating a 			
communication pathway between the citizens of Cleveland and the City of Cleveland.
The City of Cleveland acknowledges that not all citizens are able or willing to have a 		
personal computer, tablet, or smartphone in their home. Therefore, creating an equipment
access policy will allow the City of Cleveland to:
•

Clarify its intentions and communicate those to Cleveland citizens

•

Specify locations of city-owned computer equipment available for citizen use

•

Prioritize annual computer purchases to include kiosk or tablet PCs, or other
equipment specifically designated for citizen use

•

Provide robust avenues for electronic communication
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Recommendations to consider in the immediate, near future, and future planning
The following summarizes the previously discussed recommendations for the City of Cleveland
and divides the list into immediate, near future, and future or long-term recommendations.
Immediate
Incorporate an educational and informational component relating to citizen input.
Plan for providing multiple methods of engagement.
Plan for both public and anonymous feedback options.
Continue to use the existing City of Cleveland City Planning website to inform the public
about city planning projects. Share more information about future projects with the
public. Provide citizens with a central location to access information and provide input.
Consider using the discussion tool, Community Voice, already available on Cleveland
website (Community Voice, n.d.) to engage citizens and gauge the potential of an
online forum.
If using an online commenting tool, provide moderation. This is important for two
reasons. The first is to remove vulgar content and the second is to provide
encouragement to keep the public engaged in the discussion. As Susan Ewell of
Germantown, TN stated “Their problem has been about consistently using thetool”
(S. Ewell, personal communication, July 22, 2014). If a decision is made to allow
anonymous commenting, moderators will be necessary. Non-anonymous commenting
may require less moderator involvement.
Market the existing tool. Get the word out that this tool is available. Encourage
participation
Become familiar with Cleveland’s existing Terms of Use and Legal Disclaimer.
Review procedures on modifying the existing web policies.
Determine if the existing policies are sufficient.
Inventory Internet access points and determine if they are satisfactory.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Near Future
1.
2.

Outsource data collection activities.
Test different methods of citizen engagement. For example, try a survey tool, possibly
sending out a survey to the community requesting their input about different types of
online engagement tools.
Use digital tools where appropriate to inform and communicate with the public. Offer the
community multiple forms /means of input/participation.
Make sure that the tools, content, and materials offered are accessible to community
members with physical and learning disabilities.
Attend training or review research on how to create a successful policy.
Review all third-party Internet access policies for conflicts with city policies
Determine costs to place additional Wi-Fi access points for citizen use, if needed.
Purchase or budget for future purchase of any additional equipment needed.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Future
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Make coordination and collaboration with other departments, community
organizations, and the public a priority.
Add new methods of engaging the community. Continue to try new online tools to gauge
public opinion.
Consider the community’s access to the Internet when offering an online tool. Provide
locations with public access and help for citizens who need assistance.
Provide content that empowers and builds trust with the community. For example,
if a survey is offered, publish the results, make them available to the community.
Create and/or modify a Terms of Use policy that covers ownership/copyright, as well as
Privacy, and Security policies to promote transparency and support open communication
Educate citizens on city Internet policies and applicable third-party vendor policies.
Go live with any new Wi-Fi access points.
Implement new equipment locations to encourage the participation of all citizens.
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Conclusion
As the City of Cleveland considers citizen engagement tools to inform, engage, consult,
cooperate, and empower citizens, they will be confronted with many ethical issues related to
the public’s use of these tools. In this report we have discussed general ethical issues related to
citizen data, online engagement tools and the ethical issues related to these tools, as well as the
online policies that address many of these issues. Through in-depth class discussions, course
readings and materials, and additional research that included: online searches; phone interviews;
benchmark research; and peer surveys, we have endeavored to: understand Cleveland’s ethical
needs for collecting citizen input about future city planning projects; address foundational and
specific ethical issues related to collecting citizen input, and; provide the City of Cleveland with
recommendations to consider as they develop and/or choose an online tool(s) that meet their
needs and the needs of their citizens.
Cleveland is an expanding city with a growing population. As the city moves forward with new
development projects, they seek to involve the community in the planning process. Through
our understanding of Cleveland’s goals, we believe they would like to: increase the sense of
community involvement in decision making about city projects; build public support for projects
by reaching out to a significant number of people, and accomplish this while discouraging a small
number of people from dominating public discussion about development projects. By involving the
community in the decision-making process and by being transparent in their operations, the city
could build trust and create a mutually beneficial relationship with its citizens. To accomplish this,
city planners would like to expand their efforts, by broadening their current methods for informing
the public and collecting citizen input, to include an online tool(s). However, using an online
tool(s) to inform and engage the public, the City of Cleveland will be faced with ethical issues
and challenges related to the use of these tools. Through thoughtful discussion and research we
identified ethical issues for city planners to consider when developing and/or choosing an online
tool(s). These fundamental issues include: equity-and-access; anonymity and online community
behaviors; ownership and copyright; privacy, security, and other policy-related issues. In the
examination of these issues we found it necessary to delve deeper into the types of online tools
used for collecting citizen input. Through research into the methods used by other cities, we found
that many use a variety of tools to engage with their citizens and gain valuable input to assist in
making decisions for the community. “Digital tools should be considered within a broader range of
approaches and tools to ensure their appropriateness. Digital tools should only be used if they are
appropriate for the given purpose, context and participants” (Encourage the use of digital tools,
n.d.). Deciding on the type of community engagement tool that is right for individual situations may
require some trial and error. Therefore, we are providing a table with some different options for city
planners to consider (Appendix D). Also, we are including an extra list of resources that provide
more in-depth information on citizen input and online engagement tools (Appendix E) and other
related ethical issues (Appendix F).
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Many of the ethical issues we have discussed in this report can be addressed
through the policies that accompany online tools. Some common threads we
identified in policies were the need for user education, institutional transparency,
and easy-to-read language. Addressing these needs when creating policies could
put Cleveland’s citizens at ease, as well as encourage them to participate in opinion
gathering. Therefore, we recommend that, as the City of Cleveland develop or
choose online tools, they be accompanied by policies and that they address the
ethical issues discussed in this report. There are overarching themes throughout this
report and the City of Cleveland would do best to reconcile and balance the needs
of citizens with those of the municipality. Doing so could help to foster a robust,
open, and transparent discourse while still protecting the City of Cleveland and its
citizens.
In this report we also provided recommendations for city planners to consider in
the immediate future, near future, and in the long-term. It is our hope that these
recommendations will guide city planners as they forge a relationship with their
citizens providing them with communication methods and tools that encourage
them to use their voices and contribute to the development of their community.
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CONCLUSION

‘Online engagement platforms reduce barriers for residents
who want the flexibility to be involved,’ said Kari O’Rourke,
communications consultant for the City of Kelowna. ‘It’s like a
virtual open house - residents, at their convenience, can learn
more about the initiative, provide suggestions or second others’
suggestions and have a role in shaping their community’ (Input
being sought, 2013, para. 6).
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Appendix A

How to Write a Terms and Conditions Page for a Website (Smith, 2014)
•

First consider what you need to include on your terms and conditions page. What possible
problems could someone encounter by using your site? What is your site’s main purpose?
What does your site not intend to do?

•

Write down these issues and concerns on a piece of paper. Then order them according to importance. If you have a lawyer or know someone who is an expert in the field of law, ask him to
look over your list of concerns (and your website) and give you advice on what to say and how
to say it.

•

Look at the terms and conditions pages of websites that are in the same industry as yours.
Take note of what their terms and conditions are. Many sites that offer pricing information on
cars, travel deals or other products always mention that prices can change. They also specify
that they do not sell or promote these products, although they may be affiliated with some of
the merchants advertised on their site.

•

Organize your issues and concerns into several topics. Topics that are typically addressed
include privacy, copyright information, contact information, data and security, complaints, affiliations, or website partners and refunds.

•

Begin to write your terms and conditions. Express them in a clear and user-friendly tone. This is
a legal document, but it does not have to be written in an overly legal voice, or be too authoritative or demeaning. Write it to clearly state what your site is about, what service it provides and
how it provides that service. Also, be sure to address all legal concerns you might have, and
fully explain those liabilities you do and do not accept.

•

Carefully review your terms and conditions for any grammatical errors; then review it for accuracy. If issues arise that are not included in your terms and conditions, update the latter, and
be sure to let your customers know that updates have been made. If possible, have a lawyer
look over your new terms and conditions. If you can get someone to read your terms and conditions to give feedback, that will also be a great help.
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Appendix B

How to Write Terms and Conditions (How to Write Terms, 2014)
•

Know the basics. Terms and conditions need to be written in a clear and straightforward manner. They are not intended to be complicated and full of legal jargon. They should be easy for
your customers to understand. If the terms and conditions are too long and complicated your
customers may not read them. Though the terms and conditions should be understandable
they should also take a professional tone.

•

Explain your policies and procedures. Your terms and conditions should clearly explain your
company’s intentions. They should state what your company will do or provide and how. They
should also state what you do and do not expect from your customers.

•

Prioritize your terms and conditions. Put the most important terms and conditions at the top
and follow in descending order.

•

Categorize and organize your terms and conditions. Common categories consist of privacy,
security, return/refund policies, shipping policies, complaints, health, safety, copyrights, patents and legalities.

•

Ensure your terms and conditions are easily available. In order to protect yourself you must
ensure that your customers have read and agreed to your terms and conditions. In order to not
turn your customers off, make the terms and conditions easily accessible and easy to accept.
Require all customers to agree to your terms and conditions.

•

Review similar company’s terms and conditions. To ensure you have covered all aspects,
search for businesses in your same industry and review their terms and conditions. Do not
copy these as your terms and conditions need to be specific to your company. Do use other
company’s terms and conditions as a reference point.

•

Review your terms and conditions very carefully. You will need to ensure that all topics are
covered. You will also need to check for spelling and grammar. These terms and conditions
will represent your company to your customers and to the courts if necessary. You will want to
give a professional impression.

•

Have a lawyer review your term and conditions. While this is not necessary and the average
business person can write their own terms and conditions, when possible it is always advisable
to have a legal professional review your terms and conditions.

•

Keep your terms and conditions up to date. As your company grows and changes policies
or procedures it is important to update your terms and conditions. If you were to face legal action and your terms and conditions did not apply to your company, they may no longer protect
you and your business. Ensure your current customers receive a copy of the new terms and
conditions. Keep documentation of the changes and notifications.
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Appendix C

Benchmarking for Online Commenting Tools
Cleveland,
Tennessee

Hickory,
North
Carolina

Loveland,
Colorado

Germantown,
Tennessee

Lake Oswego,
Oregon

Klamath
Falls,
Oregon

Ashland,
Oregon

Population (2013) 41,285

40,010

60,859

38,844

36,619

20,840

20,078

Population (2000) 37,136

37,511

50,680

37,281

35,222

19,335

19,511

Persons per
Square Mile

1,535.2

1,346.8

1,990.2

1,945.0

3,429.4

1,052.2

3,047.2

Land Area in
Square Miles

26.89

29.71

33.59

19.97

10.68

19.81

6.59

High School
Graduate

82.8%

83.6%

93.0%

97.8%

98.0%

82.7%

97.1%

Bachelor’s
Degree or
Higher

24.4%

30.7%

32.4%

64.6%

66.5%

31.7%

56.5%

Median Household Income

$37,502

$37,289

$54,775

$114,520

$81,097

$33,203

$40,140

Unemployment
Rate (2013)

8.0%

9.1%

5.3%

4.4% (2010)

5.6% (2010)

10.9%
(2010)

8.1% (2010)

Per Capita
Income

$21,825

$26,145

$27,995

$54,229

$47,704

$20,840

$28,336

Housing Units

17,841

18,719

28,557

15,536

16,995

9,595

10,455

Male/Female
Ratio

0.9:1

0.9:1

1.0:1

0.9:1

0.9:1

1.0:1

0.8:1

Married (15 yrs &
older)

55%

53%

63%

72%

62%

49%

44%

Statistic

Education
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Cleveland,
Tennessee

Hickory,
North
Carolina

Loveland,
Colorado

Germantown,
Tennessee

Lake Oswego,
Oregon

Klamath
Falls,
Oregon

Ashland,
Oregon

Have Children
(under 18 yrs)

46%

47%

50%

51%

49%

51%

49%

Caucasian

89%

76%

93%

92%

92%

85.05%

91%

African American 7%

14%

0%

2%

1%

0.66%

1%

Asian

1%

4%

1%

4%

4%

1.07%

2%

Speak English

94%

86%

92%

92%

89%

90%

91%

Speak Spanish

4%

8%

6%

1%

2%

7%

4%

Community Input
Meetings
http://
www.
hickorync.gov/
eGov/
apps/document/
center.eg
ov?view=i
tem;id=49
91egov?v
iew=item;
id=4991

Open City
Hall Discussion Forum
http://www.
cityofloveland.org/
index.aspx?
page=2118i
ndexaspx?p
age=2118

Open City Hall
http://www.
germantowntn.gov/index.
aspx?page=
880

Open City Hall
http://www.
ci.oswego.or.us/
publicaffairs/
open-city-hall

Open City
Hall Discussion Forum
http://
ci.klamathfalls.or.us/
your-government/
open-cityhall

Open City
Hall Discussion Forum
http://www.
ashland.
or.us/Page.
asp?NavID
=13461

Statistic

Community Input Community
Tool Type
Voice Discussion Forum http://
clevelandtn.
gov/communityvoice

The data in this table is taken from the most current numbers available from the American Community Survey of the
Census Bureau and www.areavibes.com
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Appendix D

Online Survey, Online Commenting, and Other Engagement Tools
Tool

Link

Description

SurveyMonkey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/

Full featured survey tool

Survey Gizmo

http://www.surveygizmo.com

Full featured survey tool

QuestionPro

http://www.questionpro.com

Full featured survey tool

KwikSurveys

http://www.kwiksurveys.com

Full featured survey tool

SoGoSurvey

http://www.sogosurvey.com

Full featured survey tool

Survey Planet

https://www.surveyplanet.com

Full featured survey tool

Super Simple
Survey

http://www.simplesurvey.com/features/

Full featured survey tool

Google Forms

https://support.google.com/docs/
answer/87809?hl=en

Free survey tool with fewer features (fewer question
choices and report options)

Online Survey Tools

Online Commenting/Discussion Forum Tools
Facebook

www.facebook.com

Free online discussion forum. Requires membership.

Twitter

www.twitter.com

Online commenting tool. Limited to 140 characters.

Hoop.la

www.hoop.la

Online Community Platform. Automated moderation.

Online Community Engagement Tools
Open Town Hall

http://opentownhall.com

Online public comment forum for government.

Shareabouts

https://openplans.org/shareabouts.
com

Shareabouts is a flexible tool for gathering public input
on a map.

Civic Insight

http://civicinsight.com/

Online tool that provides information to the public. Allows
tracking, receiving alerts, and analzing trends.
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Online Community Engagement Tools, Cont.
Tool

Link

Description

SeeClickFix

http://seeclickfix.com

Online reporting tool that allows citizens to
report neighborhood issues.

http://www.recitizen.org/

Online community connection tool and database.
http://www.recitizen.org/how-does-ReCitizenwork

http://www.polleverywhere.com/

Online polling tool. Text message polls (SMS).
Polls audience in real time using mobile phones,
Twitter, or web browsers.

https://www.textizen.com/welcome

“Textizen’s web platform sends, receives, and
analyzes text messages so you can reach the
people you serve with the technology already in
their pocket, 24/7.”

ReCitizen

Online Polling Tools

Poll Everywhere

Textizen

Other Tools (Games, Apps)

Community PlanIt

https://communityplanit.org/

“Community PlanIt is a game that makes planning playful, and gives everyone the power to
shape the future of their community.”

https://neighborland.com/

“Residents need an easy to use and responsive
application that works well across all devices.
Neighborland provides an intuitive experience
that works with Facebook, Twitter, and the mobile devices we all use every day.”

https://nextdoor.com/

“Nextdoor is the private social network for you,
your neighbors and your community. It’s the
easiest way for you and your neighbors to talk
online snd make all of your lives better in the
real world. And it’s free.”

Neighborland

Nextdoor
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Tool

Link

Description

Other Tools (Games, Apps)
Tidepools

68

http://tidepools.co/

“Tidepools is a re-skinnable collaborative mobile mapping platform for gathering and sharing
hyperlocal information and culture through expressive, community maps and data feeds, enabling
greater connectivity and communication among
neighbors and local organizations.” It’s a customizable app. Their website says that the app, “bridges
the digital and physical space of a neighborhood,
storing its data on local servers and broadcasted
over Wi-Fi so it can run even without reliance on an
Internet connection.”
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Appendix E
Resources for Online Engagement Tools

Title

Link

Description

Public Pathways: A Guide to Online Engagement Tools for Local
Governments

http://ccip.newamerica.net/sites/
newamerica.net/files/policydocs/
NewPathways_Final2.1.pdf

Provides information for engagement strategies to assist in engaging citizens and is useful for evaluating online engagement tools.

Bright Spots in Community Enhttp://www.knightfoundation.org/
gagement: Case Studies of U.S.
media/uploads/publication_pdfs/
Communities Creating Greater
BrightSpots-final.pdf
Civic Participation from the Bottom
Up (2013)

Highlights communities that are
successfully engaging citizens and
identifies their models and practices.

Open Government Guide: Citizen
Engagement

http://www.opengovguide.com/top- Provides an introduction into
ics/citizen-engagement/
citizen engagement, and through
ideas implemented by other cities,
offers guidance for engaging the
public.

Open Government Guide: Encourage the Use of Digital Tools to
Engage with the Public

http://www.opengovguide.com/
commitments/encourage-the-useof-digital-tools-to-engage-with-thepublic/?lang=en

Presents justification and recommendations for encouraging the
use to digital tools to engage the
public.

Open Government Guide: Prototype New Approached to Citizen
Participation

http://www.opengovguide.
com/commitments/prototypenew-approaches-to-citizenparticipation/?lang=en

Offers justification and recommendations on how to continue to
inspire citizen participation.

Open Government Guide: Standards & Guidance – Delib: How
and When to Use Social Media
Channels to Strategically Support
Government Goals

http://www.opengovguide.com/
standards-and-guidance/delibhow-and-when-to-use-social-media-channels-to-strategically-support-government-goals/?lang=en

“This guide provides a basic introductory overview of a number of
social media channels available to
government and how they may be
best used to support government
and agency goals.”
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Title

Institute for Local Government:
Public Engagement and Technology

Institute for Local Government:
Engaging the Public in Planning,
Housing & Sustainability

Institute for Local Government:
Assessing Public Engagement –
Measuring & Sustaining

Institute for Local Government:
The Publications Center

National League of Cities: Democratic Governance & Civic Engagement

National League of Cities: Better
City Plans Through More Public
Engagement

70

Link

Description

http://www.ca-ilg.org/public-engagement-technology

Topics include:
• Online Engagement Guide
• Technology and Public Input
• Website Best Practices
• Social Media Strategies
• Open Data & Mobile
Engagement

http://www.ca-ilg.org/engagingpublic-planning-housing-sustainability

Resources and case stories to
support the use of public engagement strategies to address local
planning, housing and sustainability related issues.

http://www.ca-ilg.org/assessingpublic-engagement

“Resources and case stories to
help local agencies assess results
and measure the impacts of their
public engagement efforts.”

http://www.ca-ilg.org/publicationscenter

Topics include:
• Ethics and Public Confidence
• Land Use, Sustainability and
Healthy Communities
• Local Government Basics
• Public Engagement

http://www.nlc.org/find-citysolutions/city-solutions-andapplied-research/governanceand-civic-engagement/
democratic-governance-and-civicengagement

List of resources on the topics of
democratic governance and citizen
engagement.

http://www.nlc.org/find-citysolutions/city-solutions-andapplied-research/governanceand-civic-engagement/
democratic-governance-and-civicengagement/better-city-plansthrough-more-public-engagement

Discussion with city leaders from
three cities about their experience
with deliberative public engagement.
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Title

Link

Description

National League of Cities - Center
for Research & Innovation: Making
Local Democracy Work – Municipal Officials’ Views About Public
Engagement (Research Report)

http://www.nlc.org/Documents/
Find%20City%20Solutions/
Research%20Innovation/Governance-Civic/making-local-democracy-work-rpt-10.pdf

Research report discussing
various engagement processes. It
suggests both municipal officials
and residents need skills to maximize the benefits of engagement.
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Appendix F
Recommended Readings
Given the wealth of resources and references provided in this report, we list the documents
below that may be the most helpful in guiding city planners as they explore and make decisions regarding ethical issues in their proposed citizen engagement tool/processes. Readings were selected in part for their ease of access, length, and popular audience writing
approach.
CityData.com. (2014). Forum Rules. In Register at City-Data Forum. http://www.city-data.
com/forum/registeradv.php
Konnikova, M (2013). The Psychology of Online Comments. The New Yorker, October 24,
2013. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/elements/2013/10/the-psychology-of-onlinecomments.html
Rainie, L., Kiesler,S., Kang, R.,& Madden, M. (2013). Anonymity, Privacy, and Security
Online. PewResearch Internet Project. http://www.pewinternet.org/2013/09/05/anonymityprivacy-and-security-online/
Smith, A. (2013). Civic Engagement in the Digital Age. PewResearch Internet Project.
http://www.pewinternet.org/2013/04/25/civic-engagement-in-the-digital-age/
Zickuhr, K. (2013). Who’s not online and why: Main Report. PewResearch Internet Project.
http://www.pewinternet.org/2013/09/25/main-report-2/
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